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Abstract 
Magnetic materials are one of the most interesting and promising class of materials for technological 
applications [1]. Among them, patterned ferromagnetic systems have an important role especially in the 
prospect of high density data storage [2], domain wall logic devices [3] and magnetic memory [4, 5]. 
Coupled systems of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials have been implemented to design 
sensors such as giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [6-8] and tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) [9, 10]. 
Ferromagnetic nanoparticles have been used for the drug targeting, cancer therapy, Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) and many more applications [11, 12]. In addition, more recently, significant 
attention has been paid to the exploration of the dynamic properties of magnetic materials in the GHz 
range and use them for technological applications such as microwave filters, signal processing, phase 
shifter, nonreciprocal microwave devices, spin wave guide, high frequency memory, logic elements [13-
19] 
Boundary conditions, interactions between individual entities, and lateral confinement of magnetic 
charges generate diverse magnetic properties especially at nanoscale length [20, 21]. The variation of 
magnetic properties are quite different when the size of the magnetic structure is smaller or comparable 
with the magnetic characteristic length such as mean free path of electron, width of domain wall and 
even the spin diffusion length [22-24]. 
In this study, we have considered different magnetic systems with at least one dimension in the 
nanometer scale, i.e. magnetic nanostructures. Firstly, the multilayers of coupled ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic system have been considered to evaluate the exchange bias anisotropy. [FeNi/IrMn]n 
multilayer systems with different thicknesses of ferromagnetic layer and exchange bias strength were 
studied. Their static and dynamic properties were revealed through Vibrating Sample Magnetometry 
(VSM) measurements and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) techniques respectively. Angular variation of 
vii 
 
first order reversal curve (AFORC) and ferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) were performed to learn the 
intrinsic exchange bias distribution. Secondly, patterned periodic magnetic structures, i.e. magnonic 
crystals, were synthesized to understand the magnetization dynamics in confined geometry. Surface 
modulated thin films with different periodicity, dumbbell-shaped structures with variable size and three 
dimensional magnonic crystals have been studied using both static and dynamic measurement 
techniques. Micromagnetic simulations were performed to understand and explain the experimental 
results.  
Keywords: magnetic nanostructures, ferromagnetic resonance, exchange bias, coplanar waveguide, 
magnetization dynamic, micromagnetic simulation, magnonic crystals. 
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Introduction 
The most fascinating aspect of magnetic materials is that their properties are strongly dependent on the 
physical shape, size, the distance between them as well as their symmetry [25, 26]. Thin films, patterned 
structures, free nanoparticles and now three dimensional magnetic structures have attracted incredible 
attention in scientific community. Control of magnetization with external magnetic field, temperature, 
spin current and pressure make magnetic systems more interesting regarding both fundamental as well 
as technological application [27]. Development in cloud computing to improve data storage has been 
pushed to a different level because of the better understanding of magnetism at nanoscale [28]. 
Understanding domain, domain walls, and their dynamics are always fascinating as sensors to read and 
write data [29]. In dynamic aspect, spin wave dynamics have been emerging in confined magnetic 
nanostructures with the possibility of tuning them in wide range of frequency, so called magnonics [30-
32]. Magnonics for future data storage and logic has been already realized [31]. Magnonic crystal, which 
has alternative properties within the system, can be achieved without complicated compositional 
changes.  
In addition, magnetic multilayer systems are the most promising asset in many technological 
perspectives [33-35]. Among them, exchange bias, which exists at the interface between ferromagnetic 
and antiferromagnetic layers, has been already implemented as a sensor to read and write data in 
magnetic memory. The superparamagnetic effects, especially occurring for nanometer scale magnetic 
materials, can be controlled by considering the coupling of antiferromagnetic material with magnetic 
nanostructure [36]. 
In this thesis, different aspects of magnetism have been revealed. Coupling scheme between 
ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic in thin films has been studied in detail. Different magnetic 
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structures have been fabricated and characterized with different techniques. The outline of the thesis 
will be presented in the following. 
Chapter 1 presents on overview of magnetism concepts that will be used in the subsequent chapters. 
The different scientific terms and energy terms involved in magnetic materials will be discussed. The 
magnetic switching in the static regime will be described using the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The 
existence of magnetic domain in ferromagnetic materials, domain walls and their dynamics will be 
presented. Magnetization switching in the dynamic regime will be explained using the Landau- Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation. Ferromagnetic resonance phenomenon that will used to characterize the 
dynamic properties of studied magnetic nanostructures will be presented. Theory of spin wave dynamics 
in magnetic thin film is also discussed. 
Chapter 2 describes Sample Fabrication and Characterization Techniques. Fabrication techniques such as 
photolithography, electron beam lithography, focused ion beam, sputtering, and liftoff have been 
discussed. Design of micrometer size coplanar waveguide (CPW) and fabrication of magnetic structures 
exactly on the top has been achieved. Static and dynamic characterizations have been performed using 
different characterization techniques. For example, the static case, Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 
(VSM), First Order Reversal Curve (FORC), Magneto-optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) and magnetic force 
microscopy (MFM) have been reviewed. In dynamic regime, the X-band ferromagnetic resonance at 9.8 
GHz and broad band vector network analyzer ferromagnetic resonance (VNA-FMR) technique have been 
presented. 
Chapter 3 is about the Exchange bias in (FeNi/IrMn)n multilayer films evaluated by static and dynamic 
techniques. We studied the coupled ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic system by varying the 
thickness of ferromagnetic layer. The static and dynamic properties of these coupled systems have been 
used to evaluate the exchange bias anisotropy. The angular dependent measurements of static 
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properties have been performed using angular FORC (AFORC) technique. The angular dependent 
dynamic properties have been studied using angular FMR. Finally, results from both techniques have 
been compared. 
In chapter 4, static and dynamic properties surface modulated structures were studied. This chapter 
presents the study of several configuration of one dimensional magnonic crystals. Surface modulated 
structures were fabricated using a combination of different techniques. The periodicity of modulated 
region was varied to understand their effect on the statics and dynamic properties. Angular variation of 
Major Hysteresis Loops was measured to study the static properties. The angular dependence FMR was 
used to reveal the field and frequency dependent dynamic properties. The experimental results have 
been explained and verified using micromagnetic simulation. 
Static and dynamic study of shape modulated structures as well as conclusion and prospective of future 
work have been presented in chapter 5. The hybrid structures (dumbbell) of wire and dot have been 
considered to evaluate the static and dynamic properties. The size of the dots has been varied to 
understand static and dynamic magnetization. The switching of magnetization in confined and restricted 
geometry has been studied in static case. In terms of dynamics, excitation and propagation of spin 
waves in confined geometry has been discussed.  
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Chapter 1: Overview of Magnetism 
1.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, it will be presented the fundamental concepts and scientific terms which will facilitate to 
understand the following chapters.  
Microscopically, magnetism originates from the motion of electrons around nucleus. There are two 
types of motion of an electron. The first is that electron revolves around the nucleus and generates 
orbital angular momentum. Similarly, the second is the electron spins around its own axis and generates 
spin angular momentum.  Finally, the total angular momentum is the sum of these two momenta. 
However, classically, magnetic moment (𝜇), which is considered as fundamental unit of magnetism, can 
be explained by comparing angular momentum of electron with the current in a loop. For example, if 
current (I) is flowing in a circular wire and area enclosed by the wire is A, the magnetic moment 
associated with that moving electron can be expressed as 
 μ = I. A (1.1) 
Where, A is the area enclosed by circle. 
Magnetic moment can now be expressed in terms of angular momentum (L = m v r) by simply 
substituting value of current (I=e/t) and A in equation 1.1.   
 μ = (
e
2m
) L (1.2) 
 
Substituting γ = e/2m,  magnetic moment finally can be written as; 
 μ =  −γ L 
 
(1.3) 
where, 𝛾 is gyromagnetic ratio. 
For time dependent magnetic moment, it is expressed as, 
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 d𝛍
dt
= γ
d𝐋
dt
=  γτ 
 
(1.4) 
In presence of external magnetic field (H), the equation of motion for the magnetic moment is 
 d𝛍
dt
= γ 𝛍×𝐇 
 
(1.5) 
Finally, total energy of magnetic moment on external magnetic field can be expressed as  
 E =  −μ0𝛍. 𝐇 
 
(1.6) 
1.2 Magnetic interaction and energies: 
A unique property of magnetic materials is that they interact with other magnetic materials, especially 
ferromagnetic materials. Magnetic moments in ferromagnetic materials align in certain orientation even 
in the absence of external field and have spontaneous magnetization. The interaction can be between 
neighboring magnetic moments or with external magnetic field. In addition, interaction may be classical 
or quantum in origin. The main interactions, especially in ferromagnetic materials, are dipole and 
exchange interactions. In the following section, they will be described in brief. 
1.3 Exchange interaction  
Exchange interaction, which is quantum in origin, initiates as a result of quantum mechanical interaction 
between electrons. It is important to mention that depending on the orientation of a spin with respect 
to the neighboring one, the materials are classified as ferromagnetic, anti-ferromagnetic and 
ferromagnetic. Let us consider the exchange interaction between two electrons with spin S1 and S2 . The 
Hamiltonian because of exchange interaction for two electrons system is written as, 
 𝑯𝑒𝑥 =  −2𝐽12𝑺1. 𝑺2 
 
(1.7) 
With, 
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𝐽12 = ∬ Ψ1 (𝑟1)Ψ2 (𝑟2)𝐻𝑒𝑥 Ψ1 (𝑟2)Ψ2 (𝑟1) 𝑑
3𝑟1𝑑
3𝑟2 
 
(1.8) 
It is important to mention that although the exchange interaction is very strong, it decays exponentially 
with space. However, this interaction is strong enough to keep neighboring spin align together. Finally, 
Positive value of J corresponds to the parallel alignment of spin and results ferromagnetic ordering. 
Negative value of J causes the antiparallel orientation of spins and leads anti-ferromagnetism.  
1.4 Dipole interaction 
Let us consider two magnetic dipoles µ1 and µ2 which are separated by distance r. The dipolar 
interaction energy, from electromagnetism, can be expressed as [37] 
 
Edipole =  μ0/4πr
3[𝛍𝟏. 𝛍𝟐 −
3
r3
(𝛍𝟏. 𝐫)(𝛍𝟐. 𝐫)] 
 
(1.9) 
Where, µ0 is permeability of free space. From above equation it can be clearly observed that dipolar 
energy depends on the third order of the distance between dipoles. Since the dipolar interaction exists 
at long range, it has significant contribution on demagnetization field as well as for long wavelength spin 
waves. 
 
1.5 Magnetic Anisotropy: 
Magnetic materials are anisotropic, i.e., their static and dynamic properties are strongly dependent on 
the direction of the applied field. In terms of origin, some anisotropies are intrinsic in nature, such as 
magneto-crystalline, and some are extrinsic, for example shape anisotropy. Tuning magnetic properties 
by manipulating these anisotropies is critical in fundamental as well as technological applications. Most 
important contributions to the magnetic anisotropy are discussed in the following sections. 
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1.5.1 Magneto-crystalline anisotropy: 
Magneto-crystalline anisotropy is induced due to spin-orbit interaction in magnetic materials[38]. Spin- 
spin coupling assists to keep spins either parallel or anti-parallel and it simply depends on the angle 
between them. Hence, it does not necessarily depend on the crystal axis, and spin-spin interaction does 
not help to induce magneto-crystalline anisotropy[38]. In contrast, the coupling of orbit with lattice is 
strong. This strong quenching of orbital magnetic moment with the lattice needs a much stronger field 
to breakdown coupling and results magneto-crystalline anisotropy.  
Generally, the direction of easy axis is the direction of spontaneous magnetization in the demagnetized 
state. External work is needed to rotate the magnetization from easy axis to any other orientations. 
Depending on the type of crystals, there would be cubic or hexagonal magneto-crystalline anisotropy. 
For cubic crystal, if magnetization (Ms) orients with cosine angle α1, α2 and α3 with crystal axis a, b, and 
c respectively, the cubic anisotropy can be expressed as [38], 
 
E = K0 + K1(α12 α22 + α22α32 + α32α12) + K2(α12 α2 2α32)+…….. 
 
(1.10) 
Where, K0, K1 and K2 are anisotropy constants, and they depend on temperature as well as type of 
material.  
In case of hexagonal materials, for example cobalt, the basal plane is equally magnetically hard. Thus, 
anisotropy energy depends on the angle between Ms and c axis of the crystal. For example, if θ is the 
angle between Ms and c axis, the anisotropy energy can be expressed as 
 
E = K0 + K1 sin2Ѳ + K2 sin4Ѳ + ⋯ 
 
(1.11) 
Where, constant K1 and K2 are both positive constants.  
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The hexagonal crystal structure of cobalt and the magnetization vs field at different crystalline axes are 
presented in figure 1.1. When the angle θ is zero, there will be minimum energy thus the c-axis is the 
easy axis of magnetization. The dependence of magnetization with the magnetic field for two different 
axis of crystal for cobalt is presented in figure 1.1 [b]. 
 
1.5.2. Shape anisotropy: 
The orientation of spontaneous magnetization in ferromagnetic materials also depends on its own 
shape. For example, spherical shape samples are isotropic. In contrast, if the sample is not spherical, it is 
easy to magnetize in one orientation than other. If we consider a long wire, it is easy to magnetize along 
the length of wire rather than perpendicular to it. The demagnetization field opposes the external 
applied field and reduce effective field. Generally, shape anisotropy is expressed in terms of magneto-
static energy when the applied field is zero. The magneto-static energy can be expressed as [38] 
Figure 1.1: [a] Unit cell of Cobalt with easy and hard axis.[b] M vs H for two different axis of 
crystal. 
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Ems =
1
8π
∫ Hd
2 dv 
 
(1.12) 
 
The magneto-static energy in vector form is written as  
 
E = − 
1
2
 𝐇𝐝 . 𝐌 
(1.13) 
The negative sign is for the opposite direction of Hd with M.  
Now let us consider a prolate spheroid to calculate the magneto-static energy. The semi-minor and 
major axis are represented by a and c respectively in figure 1.2. 
If we consider the component of magnetization along the c-axis, the magneto-static energy can be 
expressed as, 
 
Ems =
1
2
 [(M cosθ)2Nc + (M sinθ)
2Na 
(1.14) 
Na and Nc are the demagnetization factors along the a and c-axis. Substituting the cosθ with sinθ, 
equation 1.18 becomes, 
 
Ems =
1
2
 M2Nc +
1
2
 (Na − Nc)𝑀2 (sinθ)2 
(1.15) 
The shape anisotropy, which is also angle dependence, is expressed in equation 1.15.  
Figure 1.2: Prolate ellipsoid 
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1.5.3 Magnetostriction and stress anisotropy: 
When external magnetic field is applied to ferromagnetic materials, the dimension of these materials 
changes during magnetization process. The resulting strain is called magnetostriction (λ) [39]. In case of 
one dimensional structure, it can be expressed as[40], 
 λ = dl/l 
 
(1.16) 
Where, dl is the change on length (l). 
1.6 Stoner Wohlfarth model 
Stoner Wohlfarth model explains the magnetization reversal curve for single domain specimen with 
uniaxial anisotropy[41]. The uniaxial anisotropy might be because of shape anisotropy or magneto-
crystalline anisotropy or both. Let us consider the ellipsoidal shaped single domain specimen as in figure 
1.3 below. 
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If θ is the angle between the magnetization (Ms) and easy axis, anisotropy energy can be expressed 
as[40] 
Ean = K sin
2θ 
The misalignment of easy axis and magnetization induce torque and it is written as, 
τan =  −
dEan
dθ
 
 
=  −2K sinθ cos θ 
If external field is applied (H) as shown in figure1.4, torque produce due the external field is 
𝛕H =  μ0 𝐌𝐬×𝐇 
= μ0 HMs sinφ 
Figure 1.3: Systematic of orientation of easy axis as well as applied magnetic field for 
ellipsoidal particle. 
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Where, ϕ is angle between magnetization and field direction. 
At equilibrium condition, sum of torques due to and external field and anisotropy is zero i.e.  
τH + τan = 0 
μ0 HMs sin (α − θ) −2 K sinθ cosθ = 0 
If Hk is the field strength to rotate the magnetization from easy axis, which is 90 degree with applied 
field to the field direction, then the anisotropy field can be expressed as 
 
Hk = 2K/μ0Ms 
(1.17) 
If the applied field is perpendicular to the anisotropy field it creates reversible changes of magnetization 
as in figure 1.4(b) 
 However, for magnetic field and anisotropy field are parallel, the magnetization switching is irreversible 
if applied field is less then 2K/μ0Ms as in figure 1.5 
Figure 1.4: (a) Magnetic field perpendicular to easy axis with anisotropy field Hk (b) MHL curve 
for situation (a) 
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For the applied magnetic field at arbitrary direction with the anisotropy axis, both the reversible and 
irreversible components of magnetization contribute on MHL. MHL for a spherical single domain particle 
when the external magnetic field is at 450 with the anisotropy field is presented figure 1.6.  
Figure 1.5: (a) magnetic field parallel to easy axis with anisotropy field Hk (b) MHL for case 
corresponds to (a) 
Figure1.6: (a) single domain particle with field Hk and magnetic field (H) at arbitrary orientation with 
the easy axis (b) corresponding MHL for case (a) 
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Despite the wide application of Stoner – Wohlfarth model, there are limitations to apply this model in 
many practical aspects. The reasons for that are this model does not consider the effect of interaction 
between the particles, temperature dependence magnetization and multi-domain magnetic systems.  
1.7 Magnetic domain  
Magnetic moments, in ferromagnetic materials, are aligned parallel within small volume is called 
magnetic domain.  The orientation of the magnetic moments in a domain will be different from the 
neighboring one. The boundary wall between two domains is called domain wall. Depending on the 
nature of orientation of spins in domains walls, domain wall are classified in different categories. 
Generally Bloch wall presents on the bulk materials and Neel wall on the thin samples. In addition, there 
is very interesting phenomena for the formation of domain wall especially in ferromagnetic materials. 
The systematic of the domains formation will be discussed here considering a bar magnet as in figure 
1.7.  
Figure1.7: systematic of formation of domains in ferromagnetic materials 
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When external magnetic field is applied along a bar magnet as in figure 1.7[a], the magnet is saturated 
and the magnetic surface charges appear at the edge of the magnet. There will be a demagnetization 
field associate with these surface charges which essentially reduce the effective magnetic field of 
sample. Energy associate with these surface charges is called magneto-static energy. One way to reduce 
magneto-static energy is to divide the single domain magnet in multi-domain as in figure1.7 [b] and [c]. 
When magnetic moment within a bar magnet oriented in opposite direction, the distance between the 
positive and negative charge decrease and consequently the spatial extend of the demagnetization field 
also decrease. However, one thing we need to keep in mind is that this process does not go infinitely. 
The reason is that there will be a domain wall between two domains and the energy is required to 
create and maintain domain wall. When the magneto-static energy is equal with the energy required to 
maintain domain wall, the equilibrium will be reached and splitting of domain stops. 
1.8 Domain wall 
As discuss earlier, the domain wall is an interface between the two domains where spontaneous 
magnetization are at different orientations. The change of magnetization in the interface between two 
domains is not abrupt. As presented in figure 1.9, the orientation of the magnetic moment might be 
1800 (Bloch wall) or 900 (Neel wall) or any other depending on the geometry as well as composition of 
specimen. In the following, we will calculate the domain wall width for Bloch type domain wall which is 
depicted in figure 1.8. 
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Let us  consider two closest spins S1 and S2, the exchange energy between them can be expressed as [40] 
Eex = −2 J12 S1 . S2 = −2JS
2cosθ 
This means that the exchange energy depend on the angle between two spins. For example, if the angle 
between two spin is π, there will be maximum exchange energy. Let us consider a wall with N lattice 
spacing so angle between two neighboring lattices is  
𝜃 =
𝜋
𝑁
 
The exchange energy difference, when first spin at zero degree orientation and second with small theta, 
is 
∆𝐸𝑒𝑥 = 𝐸𝑒𝑥 − 𝐸𝑒𝑥
𝜃=0 
= −2𝐽𝑆2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 2𝐽 𝑆2 
≈ 2𝐽𝑆2[1 − 1 + 𝜃2] 
Figure 1.8: Systematic of domain wall for Bloch type domains 
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≈ 2𝐽𝑆2
𝜋2
𝑁2
 
Total energy for N spin is expressed as, 
𝐸𝑒𝑥
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁𝐽𝑆2
𝜋2
𝑁2
= 𝐽𝑆2
𝜋2
𝑁
 
If a is the lattice constant, the exchange energy per unit area is 
 
𝜎𝑒𝑥 = 𝐽𝑆2
𝜋2
𝑁𝑎2
 
(1.15) 
 
Thus if N→∞, σex → 0, it means wide domain wall is preferred for minimum energy, which means the 
spin will be randomly oriented. However in case of ferromagnetic materials, this does not occur because 
the magnetic anisotropy energy increases when the spins are randomly oriented. Thus, width of the 
domain wall is determined by the balance between the exchange and magnetic anisotropy energies. To 
calculate the anisotropy energy, let θ is the angle between the easy axis and the magnetic dipole, the 
magnetic anisotropy could be expressed as[40], 
𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑖 ≈  𝐾𝑢 𝑠𝑖𝑛
2𝜃 
If there are N lattice along the wall, the total energy is 
𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑖
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝐾𝑢
𝑁
𝑖=1
 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑖 
≈
1
𝑑𝜃
 𝐾𝑢 ∫ 𝑠𝑖𝑛
2𝜃 
𝜋
0
𝑑𝜃 
=
𝑁𝐾𝑢
2
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Since total anisotropy constant is per unit volume, the anisotropy energy density per unit area is 
𝜎𝑎𝑛𝑖 =
𝑁𝐾𝑢𝑎
2
 
The total energy associate with Bloch domain wall per unit area can be expressed as 
𝜎 =  𝜎𝑒𝑥 + 𝜎𝑎𝑛𝑖 
= 𝐽𝑆2
𝜋2
𝑁𝑎2
+
𝑁𝐾𝑢
2
 
The number of lattice spacing can be derived by minimizing the energy density of wall 
𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑁
= −
𝐽𝑆2𝜋2
𝑁2𝑎2
+
𝐾𝑢𝑎
2
= 0 
 
⇒ 𝑁 = 𝜋S√
2𝐽
𝐾𝑢𝑎3
 
Substituting this value in above equation, the domain wall width can be expressed as, 
 
𝜎𝑒𝑥 = 𝐽𝑆2
𝜋2
𝑁𝑎2
 
(1.16) 
 
The equation (1.16) clearly suggests that the width of the domain wall depends on the exchange integral 
and anisotropy constant. The domain wall width increases when the exchange integral increases and 
decrease when the anisotropy constant increase. The competition between these two energies 
determines the width of the domain wall. 
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1.9 Magnetization dynamics 
So far we have discussed static magnetic properties of magnetic specimens. In the following, we will be 
discussing about the dynamics of magnetic moments especially in presence of external magnetic field. 
For this, let us consider external magnetic field is applied in ferromagnetic material which forces the 
magnetic moments to align along the field direction and precess. We have already discussed the torque 
on the magnetic moment (μ) due to the external field. Again, it can be expressed as 
𝛕 = μ0𝛍×𝐇 
Where μ0 represents the magnetic permeability in free space. The torque causes the precession of 
magnetic moments with frequency ωL called Larmor frequency. Mathematically it can be expressed as 
ωL = μ0γH 
Where, γ is gyromagnetic ratio. 
The time dependence of the magnetization in presence of external magnetic field can be written as[42] 
 
d𝐌
dt
= −γ 𝐌×𝐇 
(1.17) 
This is the Landau- Lifshitz equation. This equation explains the magnetization dynamic for the system 
with uniform magnetization. To realize this dynamic motion practically, if we consider one end of 
magnetization fastened and other kept free, it moves on the surface of sphere and this kind of motion is 
called precession motion. For the case of cylindrical symmetry, magnetization moves in circle and more 
complicated on others configuration. 
In reality, the precession of spin dose not last forever. If external magnetic field is turned off, damping of 
the oscillation of magnetization amplitude takes place due to the dissipation of the energy. The energy 
generally transforms to other form such as heat energy. Thus, precession of spins finally stops. To 
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consider this effect, Gilbert introduced an extra term to equation of motion of magnetization (equation 
(1.27)). Now the complete equation of motion for the magnetization can be written as[42], 
 
d𝐌
dt
= −γ 𝐌×𝐇 +
α
Ms
(𝐌s×
d𝐌s
dt
) 
(1.18) 
This equation is Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation where α is Gilbert damping parameter. The 
systematic of precession and damping of magnetization is presented in figure 1.9. First term in equation 
(1.28) contributes for precession and the second term for the damping of magnetization. 
 
1.10 Ferromagnetic resonance and high frequency susceptibility 
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is a firmly established experimental technique to determine not only 
susceptibility at high frequency but also for anisotropies in magnetic materials [43]. There are two 
established approach to do FMR experiment. The first approach is that the microwave with fixed 
frequency excites the sample and the external magnetic field is swept to get FMR spectra. In second, the 
Figure 1.9: Precessional motion of spin in external magnetic field 
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microwave frequency is swept at constant external magnetic field. The most important aspect of FMR 
technique is that it allows investigating the ground states of ferromagnetic specimen without 
perturbation[44]. The low energy excitation of microwave field allows for it.   
The spin dynamic, which occurs at nanosecond time scale, is extremely difficult to observe. For that 
reason, it is easy to explain dynamic of spin in frequency domain.  In the following, we will be discussing 
about how FMR technique can be implemented to get information about magnetic susceptibility at high 
frequency. 
Let us consider an infinitely large ferromagnetic specimen and external magnetic field (𝐇 =  H0. 𝒆𝒛) is 
applied along the Z- direction. If the sample is excited with the time dependent microwave field in x-y 
plane, i.e.hrf(𝑡) = (hx , hy, 0). 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡, time varying magnetization along the Z-direction the can be 
expressed as𝐌 =  M𝑠 𝐞𝐳 + 𝐦 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡. If the microwave field and dynamic components of magnetization 
are small, we can neglect the product of these two terms which leads the LLG equation as [44] 
d𝐦
dt
= γ(𝐇0×𝐦rf + 𝐡𝐫𝐟×𝐌S) +
α
Ms
𝐌×
d𝐦rf
dt
 
≈ 𝛾 𝐞𝐳×(𝐵0𝐦𝑟𝑓 − 𝜇0𝑀𝑠𝐡𝑟𝑓) + 𝛼𝑒𝑧×?̇?𝑟𝑓 
If we consider the ac components of magnetization and magnetic field, the above equation can be 
expressed as,  
−iωmx + (γB0 − iωα)my = γMsμ0hy 
−iωmy − (γB0 − iωα)mx = −γMsμ0hx 
−iωmz = 0 
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The solution of the above equations can be expressed in terms of polder’s susceptibility tensor which 
relates the dynamic magnetization with RF magnetic field [44]. 
𝐦𝑟𝑓 = 𝜒𝐡𝑟𝑓 = (
𝜒𝐿 −𝑖𝜒𝑇 0
𝑖𝜒𝑇 𝜒𝐿 0
0 0 0
) (
ℎ𝑥
ℎ𝑦
ℎ𝑧
)  
Where  𝜒𝐿 =
(𝜔0−𝑖𝜔𝛼) 𝜔𝑀
(𝜔0−𝑖𝜔𝛼)2
 and 𝜒𝑇 =
 𝜔𝜔𝑀
(𝜔0−𝑖𝜔𝛼)2−𝜔2
 are longitudinal and transverse susceptibility 
respectively. 
And  𝜔0 = 𝛾𝐵0 and 𝜔𝑀 = 𝛾𝜇0𝑀𝑆 
From above equation it is clearly observed that when α≠0, the susceptibility will not be zero and it gives 
non- zero complex susceptibility. In this case, the microwave power will be absorbed by the sample and 
mathematically the average power absorbed within sample is  
 
𝑃 =
𝜇0
2
 𝜔 𝜒𝐿
,, (ℎ𝑟𝑓
𝜒
)2𝑉 
(1.19) 
Here V is the volume of specimen and the magnetization is restricted only on X-direction. 
1.11 Spin wave 
LLG equation describes the magnetization dynamic of homogenously magnetized specimen using 
macro-spin approximation. However, in reality, it is extremely hard to realize a specimen with uniform 
magnetization because of the thermal fluctuation as well as edge effects on ferromagnetic specimens. 
For example, at absolute zero temperature, magnetic moments of ferromagnetic materials are perfectly 
aligned but when the temperature reach at Curie temperature the magnetization is completely vanish. 
Bloch introduced the temperature dependence of the magnetic moment by stating that the low 
temperature dependence excitation of magnetic moment creates wave called spin wave[45]. In fact, the 
spin can be generated by means of any perturbation on the system. For example, it can be pulse, 
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electromagnetic wave or even heat [46]. Heller and Kramers explained the spin wave in terms of the 
precessing spins[47]. In ground state, there will be the interaction between the nearby spin which give 
rise to the parallel arrangement of them. However, if the external perturbation is applied on the system, 
the spins will start to precess with slightly different phase with the neighboring spin and there will be 
phase difference which ultimately results the wave like behavior. As shown in figure 1.10 [a], where all 
spin precess in phase with infinite wavelength which means that the wave vector (k) is zero. In figure 
1.10[b], spins prcecess out of phase with certain wave vector and behave as wave called spin wave. 
The wavelengths of the excited spin wave are determined by two factors. For long wavelength, there 
will be dipolar dominated interaction and for short wave length there will be the exchange dominated 
interaction between spins [48, 49].In addition, there are three main types of spin waves especially in 
thin films samples. For a given structure, they are classified by propagation direction of the spin wave 
with respect to the external applied field. In the following, we will be discussing about these three types 
of modes. 
Figure 1.10: (a) Oscillation of spin in phase (b) out of phase 
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Forward volume magneto-static spin wave (FVMSW): FVMSW is excited when the sample is magnetized 
in the perpendicular direction with respect to the direction of propagation of spin wave. Dispersion 
relation for this configuration can be expressed as [50] 
 
fFVMSW =  fH√(fH + fM(1 −
1 − exp (−kdo)
kdo
)  
(1.20) 
 
Where fM=4πγM0 and fH=γH0. M0  and do are saturation magnetization and thickness of film respectively. 
Similarly, when the sample is magnetized in plane, there exists two types of spin wave and they are 
named as backward volume magnetostatic waves (BVMSW) and magnetostatic surface spin waves 
(MSSW).  
For BVMSW, the propagation of spin wave occurs along the magnetization direction and the dispersion 
relation can be expressed as [50] 
 
fBVMSW =  fH√(fH + fM
1 − exp (−kdo)
kdo
)  
 
(1.21) 
 
Finally, MSSW generally localized on one surface of thin films. The amplitude of precession is 
exponential in nature with the minimum on one surface and maximum on next one. The dispersion 
relation for MSSW wave could be expressed as [50] 
 
fBVMSW =  fH√(fH + fM
1 − exp (−kdo)
kdo
)  
 
(1.22) 
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The systematic of the direction of propagation of spin wave and magnetization for all configurations is 
presented in figure 1.11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.11: [a] FVMSW [b] BVMSW [C] MSSW modes on thin film 
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Chapter 2: Sample fabrication and characterization techniques 
In this chapter, various sample fabrication and characterization techniques will be discussed. In terms of 
fabrication techniques; different state of the art techniques have been used. For example, 
photolithography, electrons beam lithography, sputtering, lift-off and focus ion beam (FIB). In terms of 
characterization methods, several advanced scientific instruments such as Vibrating Sample 
Magnetometer (VSM), Magneto Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE), Atomic force microscopy (AFM), Magnetic 
force microscopy (MFM) and broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) techniques have been 
implemented. In the following sections, all techniques that had been implemented will be discussed 
briefly.  
2.1Sample fabrication techniques 
2.1.1Design of coplanar waveguide (CPW) 
The high frequency characterization of almost all samples was carried out using the VNA-FMR 
technique. The first step in experimental procedure was to design ideally loss-less CPW. Two types of 
CPWs have been fabricated to study the magnetic systems. 
The first type of CPW was fabricated to study the thin films samples which were bigger in size and had 
strong magnetic signals. Before fabrication of CPW, the CST MWS STUDIO software was used to 
determine the shape, size and dimension of CPW and to achieve characteristic impedance of 50 Ohm. It 
has been a well-established technique to use dielectric material and conductor to fabricate lossless 
transmission lines. Slab of Rogers with gold on both sides were used to fabricate the CPW. Vias from top 
to bottom were created to get uniform electric and magnetic field on the signal line of CPW. The typical 
structure of CPW which was used in this study is presented in figure 2.1. The red arrow at the ends 
represents the ports and circle on the both side of signal line are vias.  
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 Scattering parameters (S-Parameters) are the most important parameters to consider for 
characterization of microwave devices. In the process of characterization of magnetic samples, we 
tracked these parameters as a function of magnetic field and microwave frequency. In the following, we 
will be discussing about S-parameters and express them mathematically. 
The uses of current and voltage concept on a circuit, where hundreds of components (such as resistor, 
capacitor and inductor) are involved, are rather complicate [51]. The concept of S-parameter allows us 
to get complicated information in a simple way like as a black box. For microwave devices, it is 
important to consider that the ports at the end of the circuit’s components are connected with each 
other. Transmission and reflection of microwave signal takes place when signal go through the different 
ports. Generally the amplitude of these signal are considered to express S-parameter mathematically. In 
addition, since S-parameters are complex in nature, which allows us to get information about also the 
phase of the signal along the circuit. For N port system, there are N2 S-parameters and we will express 
them mathematically in the following. 
Figure 2.4: CPW with ports at ends. 
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For simplicity, let us consider a two port device. a1 and b1 are the amplitude of incident wave and 
reflected wave at port 1 and 2 respectively and a2, b2 are for port 2 as in figure2.2. If the ports are 
terminated with the characteristic impedance, the S-parameters are defined as[51], 
𝑆11 =
𝑏1
𝑎1
 
𝑆12 =
𝑏1
𝑎2
 
𝑆21 =
𝑏2
𝑎1
 
𝑆22 =
𝑏2
𝑎2
 
We can also express the relation between amplitude of signal and S- parameters in matrix form, 
(
𝑏1
𝑏2
) = (
𝑆11 𝑆12
𝑆21 𝑆22
) (
𝑎1
𝑎2
) 
For lossless transmission lines, it is most important to have characteristic impedance on each port of 
components of a device. The simulated normalized impedance of CPW is presented in figure 2.3. The 
microwave frequency was swept from o to 25 GHz and impedance was tracked. Ideally CPW with 
Figure 2.5: 2 port devise with S-parameters 
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characterized impedance was achieved and pink line represents the variation of impedance with 
frequency. The CPW with ideal impedance of 50 Ohm was fabricated. 
Now we will be discussing about the second type of CPWs that were fabricated and used to study the 
magnetization dynamic of magnetic nanostructure. CPW, which is bigger in size, has lower sensitivity for 
smaller amount of sample because the radiation loss is proportional to the volume of CPW[52]. To 
overcome this challenge, it is important to fabricate smaller CPW in size. Creating nanostructure directly 
on the top of signal line does not only increase sensitivity but it also reduce the fabrication cost of 
sample especially using electron beam lithography. 
Before fabrication of CPW, the shape, size, structure and materials for CPW was designed using CST 
microwave studio. The standard photolithography, sputtering and lift-off process was used to fabricate 
CPWs. The systematic of this process is presented in figure 2.4. In figure 2.4 [a], the process of 
Figure2. 6: Smith chart with normalized impedance 
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fabrication of CPW is depicted systematically which involves multiple steps. Similarly in figure 4 [b], the 
typical SEM image of final product of CPW is depicted. In brief, the following procedure was used to 
fabricate CPW. The positive photoresist was coated on clean silicon substrate using spin coating 
technique. Then, it was baked on a hot plate at temperature 1100 C for 1 minute. After that the 
substrate was covered with the photomask and exposed with the UV light for 2 minutes. Then it was 
developed with the developer. Cr (5 nm)/Cu (150 nm)/Pt (10nm) were deposited with the help of 
sputtering technique. Finally lift-off technique was used to achieve CPW with characteristic impedance 
of 50 Ohm and the final product is depicted on [b] figure 2.4. 
 
 
 
Figure2. 7: [a] systematic to fabricate CPW [b] SEM image of CPW 
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2.1.2Electron beam lithography (EBL): 
EBL is a state-of- art technique to fabricate especially nanostructures materials[53]. This technique offer 
high resolution to produce nanostructures compare to photo-lithography process. Short wavelength of 
electron beam overcomes the diffraction effects which especially exist with UV light and ultimately 
allows creating structures which is impossible by using photolithography technique. Although the 
process that EBL technique works is similar to the photolithography process, the fundamental difference 
is that coherent electron beam is used to write pattern in EBL technique whereas UV light is used for the 
photolithography process. The resolution up to few nanometers has been achieved using e-beam 
lithography technique.  
In the following, we will be discussing about the electron beam lithography process in detail. Firstly, 
since we were preparing sample on the top of signal line of CPW, the first step was to fabricate CPW. 
Substrate, with CPW on it, was coated with 950 Poly-methyl-Methacrylate (PMMA) positive resist. Spin 
coater at speed of 4000 rpm was used to distribute resist layer homogenously all over the substrate. The 
sample was then baked for 80 second at temperature of 1300 C. The pattern which we would like to 
fabricate was designed using AutoCAD software and loaded to the NPGS software. Working distance of 
9mm was used on the writing process. The electron beam current of 20 pico-amperes was used to 
achieve high resolution patterns. When the writing process completed, resist was developed by using 
solution of Methyl-isobutyl-ketone (MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol in 3:1 ratio for 60 second. Finally, 
deposition and liftoff process was used to fabricate sample with desired shape and size on the top of 
signal line of CPW.  
2.3Focus ion beam (FIB): 
FIB is an advance technique that has been widely used in semiconductor industry, biology and materials 
science [54-57]. Although the FIB looks similar in physical outlook with SEM, the way it works is 
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different. In a FIB system, beam of focused ions are used instead of an electron beam as in SEM. The 
Quanta 3D DualBeam FEG, which was combined with FIB, was used to fabricate samples. Focused Ga ion 
beam was used to etch surface of thin film and to fabricate the periodic pattern structure in the form of 
grooves[58]. The samples with high resolution were achieved. During etching process, beam current 1.5 
pico-ampere was used. The etching time was kept constant to achieve ideally the constant etched 
thickness for all samples. A sample fabricated by etching the material from the surface of Permalloy’s 
thin film to produce one dimensional groove and SEM image is presented in figure2.5. 
2.2 Characterization techniques 
2.2.1 Static characterizations techniques 
Generally magnetic materials are characterized by two techniques which are static and dynamic. These 
techniques are classified by taking account the time scale to probe magnetic properties. Static 
characterization technique is used to probe the magnetic properties on long time scale.  In contrast, for 
the dynamic, the time scale that the properties of samples are probed is generally short. It might be in 
nanosecond or even at femtosecond range.  Static technique generally provides information about the 
Figure2. 8: SEM image of surface modulated structure using FIB. 
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type of materials, for example, whether it is diamagnetic, paramagnetic or ferromagnetic material. In 
addition, information about the domain, magnetic hysteresis loop, susceptibility can also be achieved 
using it. Similarly, in dynamic characterization technique, it is possible to get information about different 
type of anisotropies in magnetic system. In addition, spin dynamic in time domain as well as in 
frequency domain can be realized. In the following, we will be discussing about experimental techniques 
that were used to characterize samples. 
2.3.1Vibration sample magnetometer (VSM) 
VSM is generally used to get information about the magnetic moment as a function of applied external 
field. Basically it works based on the Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction. Experimentally, the 
sample is mounted on the sample holder and inserted in between the electromagnets.  The systematic 
sketch of VSM is presented in figure 2.6. 
 
When external magnetic field is applied using electromagnets as in figure 6, it induces the magnetic 
moment within sample. The sample vibrates in sinusoidal motion which changes the magnetic flux. 
Figure2. 9: Systematic of VSM 
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Changes on flux induce a voltage and it is proportional to the magnetic moment of the samples. The AC 
voltage is detected by the pick-up coil. Finally the magnetic moment is achieved as a function of applied 
field [59]. This technique allows getting information about coercively, remanence, saturation 
magnetization and anisotropy of samples. In addition, the temperature dependence magnetic 
properties can be measured both in low and high temperature range.  
To get more information about the switching field distribution and coercively distribution, First Order 
Reversal Curve (FORC) technique can be used using VSM [60]. FORC is a robust experimental technique 
to get critical information about interaction and coercivity distribution of magnetic materials which is 
not possible with the regular MHL [60-62]. The standard MHL loop can be used to get information about 
the saturation magnetization, remanence field, coercivity of the composite magnetic materials. 
However, the switching behavior such as the reversal and irreversible components of magnetization can 
be achieved with the FORC technique.  
This technique has been used in scientific community for different purposes. For example, in geological 
samples, FORC technique can be used to get information about composition as well as grain size 
distribution of magnetic materials[63]. In data storage application, it is possible to get information about 
the exchange bias as well as switching field distribution of magnetic media[64]. In addition, FORC 
diagram can be used to get the different kind of interaction in magnetic materials such as 
magnetostatic, dipolar as well as exchange[65, 66]  
2.3.2 Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect (MOKE) spectroscopy 
The concept of MOKE was introduced by Micheal faraday in 1845. He found that when polarized light 
passes especially through dielectric medium, the plane of polarization of light is changed in presence of 
external magnetic field. In 1877, Kerr observed similar phenomenon when polarized light was reflected 
from the magnetic sample. This principal was used to probe the magnetic properties using MOKE 
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spectroscopy.  Walker later also  discovered that the internsity of reflection of  the polarized light also 
changes in presence of mangetic field. These phenomena is very important to read and write data on 
magnetic memory. For example, when light reflected from magnetic sample with different domain 
orientaion, the polarity of the reflected light also different. The change in polarity can be used as 1 or 0 
in data read and write process. 
Depending on the orientation of magnetization with respect to the incident plane polarized light, there 
are three different configurations. They are named as longitudinal, transverse and polar. They will be 
discussed briefly in the following. 
 
In Longitudinal configuration, the magnetization within sample is parallel to both reflection surface as 
well as plane of incident polarized light. Here, linearly polarized light incident on the surface of specimen 
and the elliptically polarized light is detected. The change on the polarization is proportion to the 
magnetization of the sample. Similarly, In case of transverse MOKE, the magnetization of sample is 
perpendicular to the plane of incident polarized light and magnetization is parallel to the surface. Finally, 
Figure2.10: orientation of plane polarized light, which is represented by red arrow, and 
magnetization 
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for polar, magnetization in the specimen is perpendicular to the sample surface and in plane with the 
incident polarized light. The systematic for all configurations is depicted in figure 2.7. 
2.3.3Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) 
MFM is a well-established experimental technique to retrieve information about magnetic domains and 
switching fields. Direct observation of magnetic domains in real time, at different external magnetic 
field, with resolution down to nanometer scale makes this technique versatile to study magnetic 
materials. In addition, less effort on sample preparation and providing topography information as well 
makes this system further appealing. 
The MFM technique basically probes the interaction force between the magnetic tip and stray magnetic 
field from the sample’s surface. It works basically on two modes and they are static and dynamic modes. 
In static mode (also called dc mode), the interaction force between sample and tip has been measured 
by tracking the deflection of the cantilever from equilibrium position. Mathematically deflection (δ) of 
tip can be expressed as  
𝛿 ≈
𝐹
𝑘
 
Where F is the interaction force between tip and sample and k is spring constant of cantilever. 
Similarly for dynamic mode (called ac mode), the cantilever is first tuned with resonance frequency. The 
change in amplitude, phase or frequency due to interaction between tip and sample is monitored. If A is 
amplitude, ω0 is resonance frequency and φ is the phase of natural resonance of cantilever, the change 
on the amplitude, frequency and phase due to the force gradient (∂F/∂z) can be expressed as [67] 
∆φ ≈
Q
k
∂F
∂z
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∆A ≈
2A0Q
3√3k
 
∂F
∂z
 
∆ω0 ≈ −
1
2k
∂F
∂z
 ω0 
Here Q is the quality factor of cantilever. 
Experimentally to get MFM image, the normal silicon tip is coated with the thin film of ferromagnetic 
material. The material is chosen depending on the nature of the sample that is going to be probed. For 
example, tips with variety of magnetic moment and coercivity are available to achieve high resolution 
MFM images.  In regards to experimental procedure, firstly the tip is saturated by applying external 
magnetic field. Then, tip is tuned close to its resonance frequency. After that the tip is scanned over the 
sample at a fixed distance from the surface (typically 100nm to track magnetic interaction) and the 
deflection of the tip takes place due to the force gradient from sample. The deflection of the tip is 
proportional to force gradient. In addition, the spring constant of the cantilever changed due to the 
Figure 2. 7: outline of MFM components and profile of force gradient from 
surface. 
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interaction of the tip and sample. For example if k is a natural spring constant of cantilever, the modified 
spring constant due to force gradient can be expressed as, 
𝑘𝑓 = 𝑘 −
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑧
 
For the attractive interaction, 
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑧
> 0 and results cantilever spring softer. Similarly 
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑧
< 0 represents the 
repulsive interaction. Depending on whether attractive or repulsive interaction, different contrast are 
observed which provides the information about the orientation of magnetization within sample. It will 
be worth to mention that depending on the distance between and sample and probe tip, different type 
of force contributes on force derivative. For example, if the gap between sample and tip is very close, it 
probes van der-waals force. However, the magnetic force is long range in nature thus sample is probed 
far away from sample surface (typically 100 nm). In figure2.7, systematic of the tip sample configuration 
is depicted. 
 Let us consider slab which has magnetic domains are oriented out of plane. Depending on the 
orientation of stray field, the deflection or attraction of the cantilever takes place. Then since we set the 
set point fix, the path of the cantilever is traced which basically provides the information about the type 
of stray field coming out from the sample. If the orientation of magnetization of tip and sample is same, 
there will be black contrast and for opposite it will be white. The black and white stripe domain on 
permalloy thin film is represented in the bottom of figure 2.7.  
Mathematically, when the magnetic tip is brought close to the sample, the magnetic potential energy 
can be expressed as [67] 
E = −μ0 ∫ 𝐌tip  . 𝐇sample dVtip 
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Where M tip is the magnetization of tip of the probe and H sample is the stray field from the sample. Force 
experience by the probe can be expressed as, 
F = −∇E = −μ0 ∫ ∇(𝐌tip  . 𝐇sample )dVtip 
The integration is carryout throughout the tip of probe. 
2.4 Dynamic characterization techniques 
2.4.1 Ferromagnetic resonance 
Resonance absorption of electromagnetic radiation within the ferromagnetic materials is called 
ferromagnetic resonance [68]. In 1913, the first resonance spectrum was observed by Arkad’yev. The 
important aspect of ferromagnetic resonance technique is that low amplitude of the excitation field 
allows investigating the ground state properties of ferromagnetic materials without perturbation (more 
details on chapter 1).  For example, magnetization, magnetic anisotropies, g-factor and damping 
constant can be determined with high precision. In addition FMR technique helps to develop microwave 
devices such as circulator, microwave filter, oscillator, amplifier and spintronic devices. The systematic 
diagram that was used to study the dynamic behavior of ferromagnetic materials is presented in figure 
Figure 2.11 : systematic of FMR set up 
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2.8. The ground- signal- ground (GSG) type coplanar waveguide was connected with non-magnetic end 
launch connectors followed by the coaxial cable and finally with the VNA ports. The samples were 
fabricated with the help of e-beam lithography, sputtering and lift-off method on the top of the signal 
line of CPW and process in details has been discussed in details in chapter 1. 
The microwave frequency was swept at different frequency range depending on the nature of the 
samples. The microwave current generates uniform ac magnetic field at the signal line of CPW. External 
magnetic field was swept from positive saturation to negative saturation at field step of 5 Oe and the 
orientation of the ac field and DC field was kept perpendicular to meet the requirement for FMR. The 
scattering parameter (S21) was recorded as a function of microwave frequency and external field. The 
experiments were carried out at room temperature.  
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Chapter 3: Exchange bias in (FeNi/IrMn)n multilayer films evaluated by static and dynamic 
technique. 
3.1Introduction to exchange bias effect 
In this chapter, we will discuss the exchange bias in multilayer systems. Exchange bias is an interfacial 
effect which exists at the interface between ferromagnetic [F] and antiferromagnetic [AF] specimen 
[69]. In antiferromagnetic system, spins in one crystal plane are parallel however orientation of spins on 
the adjacent plane  antiparallel. For example, in case of MnO, spin on plane [111] are parallel but the 
adjacent plane [111] has antiparallel spins [70]. On the other hand, ferromagnetic materials have 
spontaneous magnetic moments. Therefore, when F and AF system are brought into contact and the 
system is heated in presence of a magnetic field, it generates a unique effect at the interface, which 
helps to pin the spins of ferromagnetic material at interface. This is called exchange bias. The first 
signature of the coupling is the asymmetry of MHL with respect to origin [69]. The spin configuration of 
FM and AF at different external magnetic fields is represented in figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.12: Spin configuration of FM and AF layers at different external magnetic field. 
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  In figure 3.1, four different points on MHL loop are considered to explain how the spins orient at 
different external magnetic field. Let us consider a state where the sample is positively saturated (the 
spin configuration is presented on top right). The spins on FM materials are perfectly align along the 
applied field direction. When magnetic field value decrease (top left), the spins on FM layer are ready to 
flip to the opposite direction. However the switching fields are not symmetric with respect to origin. The 
coupling strength between FM and AF determines the shift of the center of MHL loop from the origin. It 
is called bias field, or, more specifically, exchange bias field. In figure 3.1 the exchange bias field is 
denoted by HE. The similar process is represented on the right and left panel on the lower panel in figure 
3.1 when the magnetic field is swept from negative to positive. The point to be noted here is that the 
magnetization on AF is hard and external magnetic field cannot flip it. The AF layer is used only to pin 
the FM layer. 
Exchange bias effect has tremendous impact on technological applications. One of them is that this 
effect can be used as sensor to read and write data in magnetic memory. In the following, we will be 
discussing about a particular practical application in detail about uses of exchange bias effect as sensor 
in Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR)[71].  In GMR head, there will be four thin layers. The first one is the 
AFM layer and it is used to pin the spin of FM layer in specific orientation. Two F layers are separated by 
Figure3.13: systematic of GMR sensor to write and read data 
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non-magnetic thin layer and the schematic is presented in figure 3.2. The way GMR heads are used to 
read and write in the magnetic medium is following. Generally the data are stored in the magnetic 
domains of magnetic media. Magnetic stray field presents at the interface of magnetic domains and the 
orientation of magnetic moments are represented with the arrows in figure 3.2. Depending on the 
orientation of neighboring spins, the force between media and free layer would be attractive or 
repulsive. As presented in figure 3.2, when stray fields switch the orientation of free FM layer, the 
orientation of the spins of the pined and free layer will be parallel and the resistance across the 
multilayer will be small.  In contrast, when the orientation of spins on pined layer and free layer are 
opposite, there will be maximum resistance. The change in resistance is measured electronically and the 
maximum and minimum resistance can be read as 0 and 1 in data storage applications. 
In addition, exchange-coupled multilayer systems are also ideal candidates for spin valve sensors, 
microwave devices as well as in spintronic applications [72-77]. To enhance the applications of these 
coupled systems, understanding the coupling mechanism and consequent effect on static and dynamic 
properties is crucial. Extensive research in this regard has been done both theoretically as well as 
experimentally [78-81]. For example, in previous studies, thickness of both F and AF layer was varied to 
better understand thickness dependent exchange bias [82]. Temperature dependent studies on this 
configuration have also been considered [78]. Misalignment of anisotropies, such as uniaxial and 
unidirectional, because of the different thickness of the AF layer has been studied [82]. However, spin 
frustration, nature of the magnetic domain, domain boundaries, and imperfection coupling between 
F/AF layers significantly alter coupling scheme and it is hard to achieve theoretical expected exchange 
bias results. In addition, experimental techniques, which are used to probe exchange bias, are also 
important to quantify the exchange bias value. 
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In this study, we consider set of multilayer sample of F/AF thin layer. FeNi and IrMn were considered as 
FM layer and AFM layer respectively. Comprehensive study of both static and dynamic properties has 
been performed. 
3.2 Sample preparation and characterization techniques: 
A silicon substrate was coated with thermally oxidized 50nm thick SiO2. Multilayer films of composition 
[FeNi(t nm)/IrMn(20 nm)]×n(t) where FeNi represent Ni(80%) and Fe(20%) were deposited on the 
substrate using dc-triode sputtering method with base pressure of 3.0×10-9 Torr and Ar pressure at  the 
time of deposition was of 1.0×10-3 Torr. The deposition process was performed at room temperature. A 
10 nm thick Ti layer was used as both a seed and capping layer. During the deposition process, the 
external magnetic of field 250 Oe was applied along the long axis of slab to induce a longitudinal 
magnetic anisotropy. The structural information for a set of three samples is presented in tabular form 
below.  
Sample    FeNi 
 t( nm) 
IrMn 
t(nm) 
Repetition number, n Full thickness (nm) 
S1 20 20 10 400 
S2 60 20 5 400 
S3 80 20 4 400 
 
 The thickness of IrMn layers were kept constant for all samples. In-plane anisotropy and unidirectional 
exchange bias were induced due to specific fabrication process. 
The MHL and FORC measurements were implemented to carry out the static measurements. A 
Princeton AGM-VSM magnetometer was used for room temperature studies. The external magnetic 
field was applied along the easy axis of samples. The robustness of this instrument is that it can collect 
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100 FORC in less than 2 hours with typical sensitivity of 0.5 μemu and 1 second average time per point 
[83]. 
In terms of dynamic characterization, X-band FMR spectra were collected using Bruker EMX-FMR 
spectroscopy. The FMR spectra at frequency 9.8 GHz were collected by sweeping external magnetic field 
from 0 to 2000 Oe. The total sweeping time for a spectrum was ~80 sec. Angular dependent of FMR was 
performed with step of 30 up to 3600. Angular depend resonance fields were tracked for all samples. 
Broadband vector network analyzer ferromagnetic resonance (VNA-FMR) was carried at room 
temperature. Ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) type planer coplanar waveguide was connected VNA via co-
axial cable with the help of non-magnetic connector. The samples were flipped on the top of signal line 
of CPW and both frequency and field-dependent resonance were tracked. The microwave field due to 
microwave current was kept always perpendicular to the external magnetic field to satisfy the condition 
for FMR. The magnetic field was swept from 3.5 KOe to -3.5 KOe with step of 10 Oe. Microwave 
frequency was swept from 1 GHz to 25 GHz at each magnetic field step. Transmission coefficient of 
scattering parameter was recorded as a function of magnetic field and microwave frequency. 
3.3Static experimental results 
Static measurement: MHL for samples S1, S2 and S3 is presented in figure3.3. The samples were placed 
in-plane parallel to external magnetic field direction and field was swept from 400 Oe to -400 Oe with 
field steps of 2 Oe. The MHL at orientation 00, 900 and 1800 are represented by blue, red and black color 
respectively in figure 3.3. 00 means the applied field was applied parallel to the exchange bias 
orientation and so forth. 
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 At, 00 orientations, the MHL loop shift from origin to the negative field axis and for 1800 the MHL loop 
shifts right to the origin of MHL loop. For 900, the MHL loop is symmetric with respect to the origin with 
no bias field at all. 
 It was observed that coercivity fields (Hc) for sample S1, S2 were 3.5 Oe and 4.2 Oe for S3. However, 
exchange bias was significantly varied depending on the number of repetitions of FM and AFM layers. 
Numerically, 76.0 Oe, 37.0 Oe and 24.8 Oe exchange biases were observed for sample S1, S2 and S3 
respectively. From these numbers it is elucidated that the exchange bias is significantly depends on the 
thickness of FM layer. The resultant coupling at the interface between FM and AFM was enhanced when 
the numbers of layers were increased. 
Figure 14.3: MHL at 0, 90 and 180 degree with respect to exchange bias field. 
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If we closely look at the MHL loops, the kink at field close to the switching field has been observed for all 
samples. The position and the size of kinks are different for different set of samples. For sample S3, step 
of kink is largest and relatively smaller for S2 and S1 in a systematic way. To explain the observation of 
kinks, it will worthy to discuss about the sample configuration. For sample S3, there was four repetitions 
of (FeNi/IrMn), and the first deposited layer was FeNi. Since the exchange interaction exists at the 
interface of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials, the first layer of FeNi was not coupled to 
IrMn layer on both sides. The uncoupled surface of FeNi acts as a free layer of ferromagnetic materials 
and different hysteretic behavior can be observed corresponding to it. The consistency of the kink 
position and its shape with the number of layers substantially supports that kinks are relevant to the 
uncoupled region of ferromagnetic materials. Moreover, it was observed that there was one small 
addition kink for both S1 and S2. These additional kinks might be related to the different uniaxial 
anisotropy which was induced because of the microstructural defects and also roughness at the 
interface between F and AF layers [81, 84]. FORC study of these samples helped to explain and quantify 
the exchange bias as well as existed degree of inhomogeneity. In the following we will discuss about 
FORC study of these samples. 
As we discussed in chapter 1, FORC is a well-established experimental technique to study the magnetic 
materials. Interaction field and switching field distribution of sample can be achieved with this 
technique [62, 85]. In addition, FORC technique has been using not only for magnetic systems but also 
for the electric and spin transition systems [86, 87].The FORC diagram represent the two dimensional 
contour plot in rotated coordinated system (hc, hu). Local coercivity (hc) and bias field are expressed 
mathematically as hc= (H-HR)/2 and (H+HR)/2 respectively. Irreversible switching processes as well as 
distribution of magnetic properties can be found using FORC method. Experimental FORC diagrams for 
samples S1, S2 and S3 have been presented below in figure 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. 
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Figure3.15: FORC diagram and FORC distribution on upper and lower panel respectively for S1 
Figure3.5: FORC diagram and FORC distribution on upper and lower panel respectively for S2 
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 In each diagram, there are two panels of figures. The top panel represents the M (H, HR). The lower one 
represents the FORC distribution and has been represented by a color legend. From these figures, it has 
been clearly observed that in addition to the main FORC distribution there are also satellite distributions 
for all three samples. One possible reason for these satellite distributions might be the inhomogeneity at 
the interface of FM and AF layers. Pronounced distribution of additional modes for higher number of 
repetitions further supports this. The horizontal dotted line on center of FORC distribution represents 
exchange bias field and the vertical dotted line at the center of FORC distribution indicate the coercivity 
field. Experimentally, higher the number of repeated layers greater exchange bias has been observed. 
Furthermore, in order quantify the profile of both interaction and coercivity field distributions, statistical 
analysis of main peaks of FORC distributions were carried out. The mean field values of <hc> and 
Figure3.6: FORC diagram and FORC distribution on upper and lower panel respectively for S3 
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(<hu>) and corresponding standard deviation σ<hc>, σ<hu> of both coercivity field and 
interaction field were obtained by using Gaussian distribution function. The extracted parameters 
from these distributions for all samples are presented in table below. 
Table 3.1: information of sample structures 
MHL FORC 
Sample Heb (Oe) HC (Oe) Heb=<hu> σ(hu) Hc=<hc> σ(hc) 
S1 76.0 3.5 78.0 6.3 0.7 4.4 
S2 37.0 3.5 39.0 3.4 2.8 3.0 
S3 24.0 4.2 26.0 2.7 4.5 1.8 
 
 The following information can be inferred from these static experimental results. Firstly, the exchange 
bias value significantly depends on the number of repetition of FM and AF layers but the coercivity does 
not show significant change from one sample to another. Secondly, numerical bias fields evaluated from 
MHL and FORC methods were consistent. However, slight difference (2 Oe) on exchange bias from MHL 
and FORC were from the fact that the addition satellites modes were discarded to estimate the standard 
deviation in FORC method. Finally, FORC diagram provides more insight over MHL with additional 
important information such as coercivity and bias field distribution. Furthermore, increased standard 
deviation value of coercivity and exchange bias were consistent with the number of repetition which 
explicitly confirms that the increased number of FM/AFM layers results higher degree of inhomogeneity 
at the interface.  
3.4Dynamic experimental results: 
FMR is a well-established experimental technique to determine different types of anisotropies as well as 
to calculate damping constants of ferromagnetic system[68]. Small external perturbation energy of the 
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microwave allow calculating the ground state properties of the system precisely. Characterization of 
free energy of the system around equilibrium condition can be achieved using this technique. Since the 
free energy of the multilayer system is strongly dependent on the coupling between FM and AFM layer, 
angular variation of FMR and nature of FMR spectra provide useful information not only about the 
internal and demagnetization fields but also the exchange bias coupling [88-90].  
There are generally two ways to get FMR spectra experimentally. First we kept the frequency of 
microwave constant and sweep the external magnetic field.  In second method, the external magnetic 
field is kept constant and the microwave frequency is swept. The second method allows to get 
information about both field and frequency dependent FMR spectra. In this study, we use both 
techniques to get exchange bias values. 
  In-plane angular variation was carried out using Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. 
X-band microwave with frequency 9.8 GHz was used and magnetic field was swept to collect the 
spectra. Figure 5 represents the angular variation of FMR for samples S1, S2 and S3. The unidirectional 
anisotropy is clearly reflected in bell-shaped angular variation. The orientation 00 was defined as the 
direction of the applied field along the direction of the exchange bias and 1800 was antiparallel to it. 
Exchange bias is obtained from the angular variation by using the relation  
[Hres (1800) – Hres (00)] = 2 Heb. 
The asymmetrical nature of angular dependence of resonance field close to 1800 might be because of 
misaligning anisotropy or higher order anisotropy terms [80, 82]. In this study, the information about 
the anisotropy field Hk of the ferromagnetic layer is calculated by using the following equation 3.1 which 
provides the overall shift of the in-plane resonance field [91, 92]. So, 
 𝛿𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑠 − 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑠,0 = 𝐻𝑒𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑠∅𝐻 + 𝐻𝐾 𝑐𝑜𝑠2∅𝐻 (3.1) 
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Where the first and second term on the right side of equation (3.1) represent unidirectional and uniaxial 
anisotropy respectively of ferromagnetic layer. The exchange bias and anisotropy fields were extracted 
by fitting the X-band FMR data using equation (3.1) and presented in table below. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 7: In plane angular variation of FMR spectra with fit represented by 
solid line using equation (3.1) 
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Table 3.2: Exchange bias values evaluated from X-band and broadband FMR 
X-band FMR Broadband FMR 
Sample Heb (Oe) Hk(Oe) Hres,0(Oe) Heb (Oe) M(emu 
cm-1) 
Hk(Oe) Hra(Oe) 
S1 78.0 10.1 1092 72.3 879 10.1 38.9 
S2 43.6 8.2 1108 35.4 859 8.2 34.3 
S3 24.8 5.1 1109 22.4 875 5.1 37.3 
 
It has been clearly observed that exchange bias increased with decreasing the thickness of FM layer and 
the dynamic results were consistent with static results. However, the numerical exchange bias value 
extracted from the X-band FMR were larger than the values extracted from the static measurement such 
as MHL and FORC methods, especially for sample S1 and S2. These kind of discrepancies have also been 
observed in similar system and it was explained by considering the effect of degree of freedom in AF 
because of  the reversal and irreversible measurement techniques [93]. We need to keep in mind that 
the MHL and FORC are irreversible techniques because of the switching of magnetization of FM layer is 
irreversible. In contrast, FMR is a reversible technique where the magnetization is perturbed with small 
microwave field. By comparing the date which is presented in table, it is clear that the offset on the 
exchange bias value measured from the MHL/FORC and from FMR are observed lower for sample S3, 
which means that the system with the lower number of AF layers did have little offset compared with 
the larger number of AF layers and it also support that the offset are somehow related to the degree of 
freedom of the AF layers. 
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To get comprehensive information in broadband frequency range, VNA-FMR was carried out at room 
temperature. A home designed coplanar waveguide was connected with the two port network analyzer 
via coaxial cables. The sample was flipped on the top of signal line of coplanar waveguide to make sure 
they were well contacted. The microwave frequency was scanned from 1 GHz to 25 GHz for each 
external magnetic field step. The magnetic field was scanned from 3.5 KOe to -3.5 KOe with field step of 
5 Oe. The field and frequency dependence of the transmission scattering parameter (S21) was recorded 
for every field and frequency scan. Three dimension contour plots of S21, frequency and field are 
presented in figure3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 for S1, S2 and S3 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: contour plot of FMR for sample S1 
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Figure3.9: contour plot of FMR for sample S2 
Figure 3.10: contour plot of FMR for sample S3 
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The top and right insets in the three dimensional contour plots represent the profile of S21 at magnetic 
field 2KOe and frequency 15 GHz respectively. The experimental results were fitted with the Kittel 
formula [94, 95] 
 fres =
γ
2π
×√(HK + Hra + |H − Heb|)(HK + Hra + |H − Heb| + 4πM) 
(3.2) 
 
Where γ is the gyromagnetic factor and Hra represents the rotational anisotropy [88, 90]. The concept of 
including the rotational field is that it helps to explain domain wall hysteresis in AF layer that can be 
obtained from the perturbative methods [96]. The easy axis of the rotational anisotropy follows the 
macroscopic motion of magnetization direction and that minimize the free energy of system. Rotational 
anisotropy also helps to enhance anisotropy field of FM layer when it is coupled with the AF layer via 
exchange coupling. However, it is hard to detect it with static measurement techniques. The 
experimental results provide information about the values of Heb, M and Hk+Hra. The rotational 
anisotropy was calculated by using the value of the anisotropy field which was obtained from the in-
plane angular variation of X-band FMR. The Kittel equation (3.2) was well fitted with the experimental 
values and fitting parameters and fitted results are presented in table above. The exchange bias values 
for all samples were extracted by considering the shift of FMR contour plot from origin. Basically the 
shift of origin of contour plot from the origin of field axes is exchange bias. Not surprisingly, the 
exchange bias, which was extracted from the VNA-FMR technique, was consistent with the results 
obtained from the other techniques. However, the additional information such as rotational anisotropy 
can be achieved with this technique. In addition, broadband FMR provides the insight for both field and 
frequency dependent results. The largest value of rotational anisotropy for the sample S1, which had 
largest number of F/AF interface, supports that it originates from the AF layers. 
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Comparing the experimental values of exchange bias which were determined from X-band and VNA-
FMR, it was found that values obtained from VNA-FMR are smaller than X-band FMR. The reasons for 
these discrepancies might be many but most importantly the microwave field values in these techniques 
are crucial. The X-band FMR is a cavity based FMR and the VNA-FMR is planer FMR.  The microwave field 
in cavity is slightly smaller than the field produced by the planer device such as CPW. The consequence is 
that the relaxation mechanism will be slightly different. The frequency-dependent exchange bias also 
indicates that the stable and unstable grain on AF at interface also results the slightly different exchange 
bias measured by two methods [97]. 
In conclusion, the static and dynamic property of coupled FM/AF multilayer system was studied to 
understand interfacial phenomenon for multilayer system. Different experimental techniques reveal 
different facets of coupled phenomenon. The regular MHL loop, when it shift from the origin, provides 
the simply exchange bias value. The extra kink on the MHL was because of the inhomogeneity present 
on the interface of FM and AF layers. The satellite distribution of the FORC in addition to main 
distribution further verifies the inhomogeneity produced kinks on regular MHL. In addition, the X-band 
and FMR results help to estimate not only the exchange bias but also the anisotropy field, saturation 
magnetization as well as rotational anisotropy. 
In the following section, the angular variation of FMR and FORC are carried out to understand the 
coupling scheme in details. 
3.5Angular dependent FORC and FMR of exchange-biased multilayer systems: 
In addition to evaluating the exchange bias with different technique, further experimental studies have 
been performed to better understand the coupling between AF and FM layer using two methods: 
angular first order reversal curve (AFORC) and angular ferromagnetic resonance (AFMR). It is important 
to mention that exchange bias phenomenon have been already implemented on technology. For 
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example sensor to read and write data, spintronic devices, microwave devices and so on. However, since 
the effect exists at the interface of FM and AF magnetic layers, it is not straight forward to understand 
and probe it. Various theoretical as well as experimental studies have been pursued in this regards. The 
sample surface roughness, geometric defect and complicate nature of domain and domain wall at the 
interface make complicate to quantify the exchange bias [33, 73, 74, 98-101]. Previous studies showed 
that the inhomogeneity at the interface creates rotational anisotropy because of the magnetic moment 
follow the direction of applied field. To understand the contribution of all these effects, AFORC and 
AFMR can be helpful both in static and dynamic aspect. 
In this study, AFORC distribution has been studied to evaluate the inhomogeneity at the interface of FM 
and AF layers and results have been correlated with the experimental AFMR results. In addition, the 
additional modes on FMR spectra have been considered to compare with the exchange bias evaluated 
via static measurement technique.  
3.6 AFORC diagrams and profiles: 
FORC method is a technique to quantify the interaction and coercivity field distribution. It has been 
explained in detail in chapter 1. FORC technique is also very sensitive regarding the data processing. 
Hence, it is important to process data without missing important information with meaningful results. 
Depending on the orientation of bias field, it is inevitable to modify the way we process data. The 
smoothing factors were selected very carefully. The experimental result for S1 is presented in figure 
3.11. Where, angular FORC on left panel and corresponding 2D FORC diagrams on right at angles 
00,100,200,300 and 400 in coordinates (hc, hu). Similarly, results for S2 and S3 are presented in figure 3.12 
and 3.13 respectively. The reversal curves on the left are correlated with the 2D diagram on the right. It 
has been clearly observed that the FORC diagram at 00 has well defined coercivity and interaction 
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distributions. However, it is difficult to distinguish FORCs because they start to collapse after 200. This 
observation was made when the exchange bias field and the applied field do not align. 
 The FORC distribution merged on a single line for higher angle and results are extremely noisy with zero 
coercivity and interaction. The variation on the AFORC diagram is related to the homogeneity on the axis 
of internal field distribution. These results also support that AFORC is an effective tool to study 
quantitatively about the magnetic canting, magnetic domain misalignment, variation of intrinsic 
interaction. 
The following information has been inferred by comparing the FORC diagrams. First, it has been clearly 
observed that the intrinsic field distribution for all samples is cut-off quantitatively at angle 200. Second, 
Figure3.11: AFORC diagram on left and corresponding 2D diagram at right in coordinates (hc, hu) for S1 
at different angles. 
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AFORC diagram are symmetric at 00 and 1800 for all samples. This suggests that the multiple 
contributions on exchange bias fields are confined mostly below 400. Third, different profiles of AFORC 
distributions for three samples are relevant to the different multilayer systems. 
In addition, the sharp FORC distribution reflects the uniform strength and narrow dispersion of internal 
Figure3.12: AFORC diagram on left and corresponding 2D diagram at right in coordinates (hc, hu) 
for S2 at different angles. 
Figure3.13: AFORC diagram on left and corresponding 2D diagram at right in 
coordinates (hc, hu) for S3 at different angles. 
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field along the applied field direction. In contrast, the broad distribution of the FORC indicates the 
variation on the strength of internal fields with different strength along the applied field direction. 
The different features of FORC distribution have been observed for different samples at different fields. 
In the following, the internal field value and full width at half maximum (σFWHM) of the internal field 
values will be discussed. 
FORC diagram for sample S1 at 00 has main broad distribution with central field hu ~78 Oe (σFWHM= 4 
Oe). Besides, weak satellite distribution at ~ 67 Oe and very weak satellites mode at ~ 49 Oe have 
been observed. At angle 100, the last two satellite distributions were reinforced to one and the main 
distribution was broadened σFWHM ~7 Oe. At 200, the main distribution was at hu ~ 78 Oe (σFWHM = 23 
Oe) and additional two distributions of same strength were around the main distribution. The additional 
distribution with distribution strength hu ~ 49 Oe exists and the center of the main distribution (hc, hu) 
shifted towards the low coercivity value. At 300 and 400 the FORC distribution has multi-valley structure 
with different maximum and minimum values which made extremely difficult to observe the main 
distribution precisely. 
FORC diagram for S2 at 00 has main distribution with central value hu~39 Oe (σFWHM= 2 Oe) in addition 
to a weak satellite distribution at ~ 28 Oe.  Uniform distribution with σFWHM= 3 Oe was observed without 
vertical ridge at 100 and was shifted towards the lower hc value. At 200, the main distribution was 
centered at hc=0 (σFWHM= 5 Oe) with additional peak at hu~16 Oe. Multi – valley distributions, which 
were sharper compared to S1, were observed at 300 and 400. Vertical ridge of main distribution was 
extended from 40 0e to 46 Oe at 300. The secondary distribution shifted up to 18 Oe. At 400, multi-valley 
distribution was observed with several maximum and minimum and ridge of main distribution extended 
from 40 Oe up to 50 Oe. 
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FORC diagrams for S3 clearly showed that two distributions were superimposed between hu ~26 Oe to 
29 Oe in addition to the weak satellite distribution at 18 Oe. The σFWHM= 5 Oe was observed for the 
superimposed distribution. More uniform distribution with central value hu~29 Oe (σFWHM= 4 Oe) was 
observed at angle 100 and 200. The delocalize distribution with σFWHM= 9 Oe and vertical ridge at 15 Oe 
and 40 Oe were observed at 300 and 400 respectively. To sum up, it was clearly perceived that when 
angle increased, the center of the main distribution was shifted towards low coercivity value in (hc, hu) 
diagram. 
AFORC diagrams of S1, S2 and S3 were considered to extract the exchange bias, Heb, for all observed 
distributions. Vertical cross-section of 2D AFORC distributions were used to extract the hu profile where 
splitting of main distribution was observed. The peak values in the distributions, which were leveled as 
humax, were related with the exchange bias components of samples. The hu profiles for samples S1, S2 
and S3 at orientations 00,100 and 200 are presented in figure 3.14. The vertical dotted line corresponds 
to the main humax values. 
The distributions at angle 300 and 400 are not presented because of the multi-valley structure which 
ultimately degrades the FORC distributions. The smoothing factors were optimized using FORCinel 
Figure 3.14: vertical cross section of 2D FORC distributions for samples S1, S2, and S3 at different 
angles 
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software. It has been clearly observed that the FORC distribution and hu profiles showed complex 
profile of internal fields. The transition from multiple internal field components in S1 to bimodal 
distribution in S3 was observed. For S3, there was a single profile of hu at 00 however convolution of two 
or more distributions results the single peak distribution. The following table shows the Heb values 
extracted from the AFORC distribution at 00, 100, 200. Where, humax is the central value of each 
distribution in (hc, hu) diagram. 
Table 3.3: Exchange bias values for different modes 
Samples humax 1st mode(0e) humax 2nd mode (0e) humax 3rd mode (0e) 
S1 78 67 49 
S2 39 28 16 
S2 29 18 … 
 
In brief, it has been clearly observed that the peak value obtained from hu distribution at 00, 100 and 200 
AFORCs were good agreement with the results obtained from MHLs quantitatively. For example, there 
were multiple steps on MHL for S1 but relatively smooth steps were there for S3 compare to the S1. The 
detail analysis of humax peak field values and line shape profile is beyond the scope of this study. Further, 
computational analysis is required for the proper interpretation of the internal field in multilayer 
systems. In addition to the static study using AFORC distribution, angular variation study of FMR also 
performed to correlate the static and dynamic results and in next section we will be discussing about it. 
3.7Angular ferromagnetic resonance study (AFMR) at X-band: 
The regular X-band FMR study of these sample has been already done previously. However, detail study 
was performed considering the additional modes on FMR spectra.  In plane angular variation of FMR 
spectra were collected with step of 5 degree. The additional mode was present at slightly higher 
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frequency than the main resonance mode. The X-band FMR spectra for all samples at different 
orientations with respect with the bias field is presented in figure 3.15. In figure 3.15, (a) represents for 
S1, (b) for S2 and (c) for S3. 
 
In addition to the main mode, mode with amplitude 1/5 of main mode was observed at higher field 
compare to main mode especially for S1 and S2.  The additional modes, which we named as satellite 
modes, were prominent especially at angle close to 00. Instead, single resonance mode was observed for 
S3 at angle 00 around the magnetic field 1100 Oe. Figure 3.16 represents the angular variation of FMR 
considering also those additional modes. The angular variation of first and second resonance modes are 
clearly defined on figure 3.16. The red solid line represents the theoretically fitted resonance modes and 
the dotted square and circle represents the experimental angular variation resonance modes [102]. In 
the following table, the numerical values of exchange bias for different modes are presented including 
to the rotational fields.  
 
Figure 3.15: In plane angular variation of X-band FMR spectra for S1, S2 and S3. 
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Table 3.4: Exchange bias values with different anisotropies 
Sample Heb (Oe) Hra (Oe) Hk(Oe) φAK0 φK0 Meff(emu cm-3) 
S1 
1st mode 76 70 16 -8 -8 878 
2nd mode 48 5 16 -8 -8 878 
S2 
1st mode 40 79 13 2 -3 849 
2nd mode 35 3 13 2 0 849 
S3 
1st mode 25 44 8 9 9 875 
Figure 3.117: Angular variation of FMR for samples S1, S2 and S3 
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The domain wall effective field 1200 (Hw) was considered to make sure that MAF around the z-axis is less 
than 40 during the in plane variation of the external magnetic field [102]. The decreased FMR field 
around 1800 was due to the uniaxial in-plane anisotropy; which helps to reduce the FMR field when 
magnetization was along the easy axis. 
In general, it can be inferred that the second mode was because of the one-sided couple layer (the 
systematic is presented in figure 3.17). The kinks on MHL reinforced that the magnetization reversal of 
one-sided coupled layer switch at different field compared with rest of the two-sided coupled layers. 
Single kink on MHL also supports that there were two nucleation fields on these system. Similar 
behavior with two modes also has been observed in case of S1. For S3, the resonance fields of two 
modes were very close and they appeared as single mode with exchange bias 25 Oe. In addition, lower 
rotational field was observed for second mode compare to first mode.  
Figure 3.17: Systematic representations of magnetization switching for S2  
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The reason behind this is that the first layer coupled with only one side of AFM layer and results the 
smaller value of rotational anisotropy. The angular dependence of exchange bias fields evaluated with 
AFORC and AFMR techniques for samples S1, S2 and S3 is presented in figure 3.18. 
One additional mode appeared in case of AFORC compare to AFMR. Magnetic parameters which were 
evaluated from AFORC and AFMR are presented on table above. Good agreement between these two 
methods was observed for the exchange bias value, especially for mode 1. However some discrepancies 
Figure 3.18: AFORC and AFMR for sample S1, S2 and S3 
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have been noticed in case of other modes. This discrepancy can be due to the experimental technique to 
probe the exchange bias field. For example, the exchange bias was determined by simply tracking 
resonance field at 00 and 1800 and the divided the difference by two. However, in case of AFORC, 
exchange bias was determined by considering the physical meaning of hysterons. In addition, AFORC 
method strongly depends on the switching filed distribution but in case of AFMR the sample was fully 
saturated and experiment was done at frequency 9.8 GHz. 
In case of sample S1, the exchange biases extracted for second and third mode are 67 Oe and 49 Oe 
respectively. However, the exchange bias corresponds to the second mode of FMR is 48 Oe and it did 
match with the exchange bias from third mode.  
In summary, a detailed study of the angular variation of multilayer exchange bias system was performed 
using both static and dynamic techniques. The bottom layer, which was coupled only on one side to AF 
layer, was responsible for the second mode in X-band FMR. The coupling between layers was studied 
with FORC distribution method. The contribution of each magnetic multilayer to exchange bias values 
are determined by the angular variation of FORC from 00 to 3600 with the step of 100. The multiple 
exchange bias values were extruded in spite of some limitations. The contribution of structural 
imperfection, volume of coupling regions, different switching field for different layers and 
inhomogeneous internal field was study with the AFORC technique.  To our knowledge, this is the very 
first practice to study the quality of samples, frustrated magnetic domain misalignment, distribution of 
intrinsic interaction field with AFORC method. 
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Chapter 4: Static and dynamic properties surface of modulated structure 
 4.1 Introduction to magnonic crystals 
Fundamental study and technological applications of pattern magnetic nanostructures have triggered 
intensive research in last few decades [103]. Magnetic memories, microwave filters, magnonic 
waveguide, in chip data communication are few examples where these patterned magnetic structures 
have already revealed enormous potential [104-107]. In addition, Spintronic, where spins behave 
collectively as wave, is ideal branch of physics to minimize power consumption and heat during devices 
operation. Strong shape anisotropy and effortlessly tune nature of ferromagnetic nanostructures can be 
ideal candidates for all above mentioned applications. Besides, magnonic crystals, where well defined 
frequency band gap can be achieved by controlling both the propagation direction of spin wave and 
anisotropies of specimen, draw strong attention recently [108-110]. Substantial numbers of scientific 
research have been reported to study the static and dynamic properties of pattern magnetic systems. 
Among them, nanowires, dot, antidote, multilayers, modulated wires are few examples to 
mention[111]. Furthermore, modulating shape, symmetry and periodicity also have significant 
consequence especially on magnetic properties of system[112, 113]. 
The periodic modulation on surface of thin film in the form of anti-dot, strips, square with different 
thickness has been studied especially using theory of two magnon scattering [114]. Variation on 
linewidth of ferromagnetic resonance [FMR] spectra also has been studied for thin film deposited on 
ripple substrate [115]. 
In this study, we consider slab of thin film and periodic modulated structure with different periodicity 
were fabricated. Specifically, periodic grooves structures were created by etching slab form the surface.  
For smooth slab, uniform ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) mode with wave vector (k=0) was observed. 
However, when grooves were created by removing material from the surface, multiple non-uniform 
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(k≠0) excitations of spin waves modes were perceived because of boundary conditions and edge effects.   
Moreover, when grooves come close enough, the influence of dipolar interaction becomes strong and it 
allows excitation of Backward Volume Magnetostatic (BVM) wave along the direction of static 
magnetization. Damon-Eshbach (DE) modes with smaller amplitude appears on micromagnetic 
simulation, however, it is extremely difficult to detect in our sample’s configuration using FMR 
technique. Systematic angular variation was also performed to study angular dependence static and 
dynamic properties. Micromangetic simulation was performed to better understand experimental 
results and corroborate them. 
4.2 Sample preparation techniques 
The details photolithography process to prepare samples is well explained in chapter1. However, some 
specific methods and parameters which were implemented in this study will be reviewed in the 
following. G-S-G type coplanar waveguides (CPW) were fabricated using standard photolithography 
technique followed by deposition of Ti (10nm)/Cu (150 nm)/Au (10 nm) and finally liftoff process. Then, 
a rectangular box with size of 350 μm×10 μm was created on the top of signal line of CPW using electron 
beam lithography technique. Following that, Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) of thickness 40 nm was deposited at 
the rate of 0.2 A0s-1 using sputtering method with base pressure 1×10-8 Torr. Eventually, lift-off 
technique was implemented to get a slab of Permalloy with dimensions 350 μm×10 μm× 40 nm on the 
top of signal line of CPW [58].  
In the next step, the surface of thin film was modulated by removing materials from the surface using 
focus ion beam (FIB). FEI Quanta 3D FEG FIG/SEM with focus Ga ion beam was used to etch and 
fabricate periodic modulated structure. The systematic image of the structure and electron microscopic 
image is presented in figure 4.1.  
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In figure 4.1, [A] represents the sketch of the structure that was considered in this study and [B] is for 
the CPW with sample on the top of it. [C] the zoom in region for the center of CPW where the direction 
of the microwave field and the external fields are represented by arrow.  
The width of grooves, width of the hill, total thickness of slab and thickness of grooves are represented 
by a, b, h, and t respectively as shown in figure 4.1 [A]. Two different parameters a and b were varied 
systematically to study the effect of periodic surface modulation on static and dynamic properties. 
4.3 a varied systems 
In this system, parameter a was varied keeping all other parameters constant. The following 
nomenclatures were used for set of samples which are considered on this study. S1 represents the slab 
of thin film. S2 represents sample with a=1000nm, S3 for a=500nm and S4 for a=200nm. All other 
parameters were similar for all three samples which were b=400 nm and t=4 nm.  
Figure 4.18 : [A] Geometry of the structure under study; [B] scanning electron microscopy image of the 
CPW with the groove structure on the signal line; [C] zoom-in of the CPW’s signal line displaying the 
grooves created by the FIB. 
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In terms of experimental techniques, Magneto Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) and VNA- FMR were used to 
study static and dynamic properties of magnetization respectively. Angular dependent MOKE was 
carried out by using nanoMOKE3 to study the switching of magnetization. Longitudinal configuration 
was implemented to probe the component of magnetization along the field direction. Angular variation 
of MHL from 0 degree (0 degree means applied field along the length of slab) to 90 degree was carried 
out with step of 100 for all samples.  
To probe the FMR spectra, two-port network analyzer was connected to homemade CPW via coaxial 
cables. Non-magnetic pico-probes were used to connect planer CPW with the coaxial cables and it is 
well explained in chapter 1. The external magnetic field was swept from 0.5KOe to -0.5 KOe with field 
step of 3 Oe. The microwave frequency was swept from 1GHz to 6GHz for each magnetic field. The 
transmission scattering parameter (S21) was recorded for each frequency scan. The contour plots of 
frequency, field and S21 are plotted. The darkest region on contour plot represents the maximum 
Figure4.19: Angular dependence of MHL[a] for S1, [b] for S2, [c] for S3 and [d] for 
S4 
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absorption of microwave energy within samples. The angular dependence of the MHL loop is presented 
in figure 4.2.For S1, the length of the slab is 35 times larger than the width thus the shape anisotropy 
induce the easy axis along the length of slab. The perfect square shape of MHL loop and narrow 
distribution of switching field at 00 confirms that the easy axis is along the length of slab. With increasing 
angle, the coercivity of the MHL loop was decreased. The abrupt change on coercivity was observed 
when angle increase from 400 to 450. Which supports that the magnetization reversal process was 
changed at angle around 450 .For sample S2, although the MHLs show similar nature as in S1, the 
coercivity did not jump quickly as in S1 for orientations close to 450. The angular dependence MHL was 
similar to the angular variation of MHL for wire. The grooves facilitate the irreversible component of 
magnetization which avoids the sharp switching of magnetization for higher angles. For sample S3, MHL 
up to 400 was similar in shape with S1 and S2. However, the multiple steps on MHL can be observed in 
angle range 40 to 600. The reasons for these multiple steps on MHL can be the following. The first is that 
the magnetization on a sample surface tends to align along the surface due to anisotropy. Thus, in our 
case, the magnetization on the grooves surface is perpendicular to the magnetization on the side of hills. 
Thus, when external magnetic field was applied, the magnetization at different regions of sample 
switches at different magnetic fields. In addition, the size of the sample is not infinitively large. The total 
volume of the sample was perfectly only on the signal line of CPW. Which means the area of sample’s 
edge also can contribute on the switching behaviors. The interesting result we observed was that the 
MHL had clear multiple steps in between 300 to 600. This also supports the anisotropy nature of surface 
magnetic charges. Since the volume of total sample was comparatively small, it is also important to 
consider the magnetization at edge of the slab. Therefore the total collective effect of magnetization 
was present on the MHL.  
Now let us consider the angular variation of MHL for S4. The width of the grooves in this sample is only 
200 nm. It is well known fact that magnetic interaction is long in nature. Strong magnetic interaction can 
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be realized when the distance between magnetic structures is below 500 nm. In case of sample S4, 
despite different orientation of magnetization at different region of sample, the edge to edge distance 
of hill was 200 nm. Which means the magnetic charge at the edge starts to interact via dipolar 
interaction. This interaction made the system further complicate. The steps on MHL were significantly 
increased from sample S3 to S4. Up to 7 steps were clearly observed on MHL especially at 450. The 
strong dipolar interaction creates complicated configuration of magnetization. These multiple steps on 
MHL can be used to store different magnetic states which ultimately provide freedom to store data not 
only at 0 and 1 but also at the intermediate one.  
The dynamic characterization was carried out using FMR technique. The detail of ac and dc magnetic 
field direction in CPW is explained in chapter 2. The contour plots of FMR spectra for four samples when 
magnetic field was applied along the length of slab are presented in figure 4.3.  
For sample S1, single uniform resonance mode i.e. wave vector (k=0) was observed. And the reason we 
consider plain slab was to compare uniform FMR mode with multiple resonance modes on modulated 
structures. For sample S2, in addition to the uniform FMR mode, additional mode with smaller 
amplitude was observed at lower frequency region. For sample S3, the similar resonance modes as in S2 
were observed with larger amplitude of absorption compare to S2. However for sample S4, the results 
are unique compare with rest of others. Four resonance modes, named as I, II, III and IV, are clearly 
observed especially at low field and frequency region. 
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To study the angular dependence of FMR, angular variation of FMR has also been studied. The external 
Figure 20.4: Contour plots of FMR at 9 and 1 2 degree 
Figure4.21: contour plots of Ferromagnetic resonance spectra 
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magnetic field was rotated keeping sample fix. It also means that the angle between ac field and dc field 
has been changed. For slab, not significant change on the angular variation of FMR was observed. There 
was always single mode even at 00 and 900 orientations. For sample S3, the two modes start to come 
closer and closer when angle was increased. The contour plots of FMR at angle 90 and 120 are presented 
in figure 4.4. The modes merge in to single mode when angle was greater than 120.  
Results for sample S4 are quite different from sample S3. The angular variations of FMR from 00 to 300 
are presented on figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5: Angular dependence contour plots of FMR for S4 
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At 30 and 60, the result is typically similar to the 00 with four resonance modes. Mode IV starts to fade 
especially low frequency region at angle 90. At 120, most of the absorption was from the mode I with 
weak absorption form rest of modes. There was mainly mode I when the angle was more than 150. The 
interesting observation for S4 is that the split modes do not merge in single mode as in sample S2 and S3 
rather the higher order modes are faded away for higher angles. 
4.4 Micromagnetic Simulation  
Micromagnetic simulation was carried out to understand and explain the experimentally observed 
splitting of FMR modes for the modulated structures. Systematic micromagnetic simulations was 
performed using a GPU (graphics processing unit)-accelerated micromagnetic simulation code, mumax 
[116]. mumax was ported on a 1.5 Petaflop peak performance cluster containing 504 compute nodes 
with 960 NVIDIA Tesla K20x GPU's and over 10,000 Intel Xeon processing cores from LONI (Louisiana 
Optical Network Initiative - http://www.loni.org/). The physical structure that was considered in 
experimental studies was large to perform micromagnetic simulation. Thus one period of the structure, 
which consists of a hill region with width b and half grooves a/2 on both sides of the hill (200 nm), was 
considered. The micromagnetic cell size was (5nm, 10 nm, 1 nm) along the (X, Y, Z) directions, where X 
and Y directions are the same as shown in Figure 4.1 and Z direction is along the film thickness. Periodic 
boundary condition PBC (n, 0, 0) was used along the X-axis to mimic the total experimental sample size. 
The material parameters used for simulation for Permalloy in S.I. (as required by mumax) were 
saturation magnetization Ms = 8×105 A/m, exchange constant A = 1.3 ×10-11 J/m and damping parameter 
α=0.01. The dynamic simulations were performed by considering a uniform exponential pulse which had 
excitation field perpendicular to the Hdc. Spatial time dependence of magnetization M(x, y, z, t) was 
recorded. Frequency domain susceptibility was obtained as defined by ?̃?𝑖𝑗(𝜔) = ?̃?𝑖(𝜔)/ℎ̃𝑎𝑐,𝑗(𝜔), 
where  ?̃?𝑖(𝜔) is spatially averaged Fourier transform of ith component of magnetization and ℎ̃𝑎𝑐,𝑗 is the 
Fourier transform of the jth component of dynamic magnetic field. In addition, the spatial profile modes 
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were calculated by considering a spatial distribution of the magnitude of  , , ,yy x y z  . Figure 4.5 
summarizes the micromagnetic simulation results obtained for S-4 at different applied field directions. 
The main panel represents the FMR absorption spectra represented as the frequency and field 
dependence of the imaginary part of the susceptibility along the excitation direction. The experimental 
and micromagnetic results show decent agreement. The multiple resonances modes faded way and 
finally remain single mode when the orientation of applied field was around 210 and higher. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Micromagnetic simulation results of angular variation of FMR for S4 
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To better understand the origin of splitting of spectral line of FMR and angular variation, amplitude of 
magnetization was extracted from micromgnetic simulation at magnetic field 0.2KOe. The amplitude of 
magnetization profile along the applied dc field was considered and the spatial profile was extracted at 
the resonance frequencies. 
Figure 4.7: Spatial variation of magnetization amplitude at different orientation. 
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The white dotted lines in figure 4.7 represent the edges of the hill region. In terms of color coding, red 
color represents the highest amplitude of magnetization and blue represents the minimum. At 00, which 
is represented by A, there were main three resonance modes named as I, II and III. The first mode was 
excited from the region close to the edge of the hill so we called this mode as edge mode. For mode II, 
the wave like excitation of magnetization with different amplitude was observed. The maximum and 
minimum amplitude of magnetization were observed at the center of the hill and close to the edge of 
the hill region respectively. The mode III was contributed mainly from the edge of the grooves. 
 The strong angular variation on the amplitude of magnetization was observed for 60 which are 
represented by B in figure 4.7. The mode I was contributed from entire region of hill so we called it as 
bulk mode. Although the mode II is similar to the central region of A, the strong excitation on the 
grooves region was observed. Mode III was because of the strong excitation from the central region of 
grooves. 
 At 120 (which is represented by C in figure 4.7), the mode I was contributed from the hill region. Strong 
absorption for mode II was contributed from the hill and grooves edges. Mode III was mainly from the 
central region of grooves. For angle 180(represented by D in figure 4.7), the mode I was from the hill 
region. The mode II excited from the central region of the grooves. The third mode also observed form 
the central region but the standing spin wave was excited perpendicular to the grooves length. 
Experimentally, it was impossible to detect because of the same direction of spin wave and microwave 
field. Finally, for 300(F in figure 4.7) there was a single mode and it was solely contributed from all over 
the regions. 
To sum up, we studied both static and dynamic properties of one dimensional modulated structure. In 
static study, the steps on MHL curve reveal that there are magnetic charges along the edge of the 
grooves especially on unsaturated condition. The strong effect of these magnetic charges appears when 
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field applied along the 450 with the grooves. In dynamic scenario, the splitting of the uniform resonance 
mode observed when the grooves come closer and closer. When grooves are close enough, the dipolar 
interaction plays vital role to split FMR spectra up to four modes. In addition, the angular variation of 
FMR shows that the edge modes were disappearing after angle 180. The excitation of the standing spin 
wave excited in the perpendicular direction with the applied field for higher modes especially at angle 
180. 
4.5 b varied systems: 
In this section, the width of the hill, b, was varied while the other parameters were kept constant, i.e. 
h=40 nm, t=4 nm, and a=400 nm. Four samples were considered in this study, including a continuous 
film (with no grooves) (sample S-1), and three samples with b = 1000 nm (sample S-2), 500 nm (sample 
S-3) and 200 nm (sample S-4).  
The experimentally collected spectra for all four samples are shown in figure 4.8. The transmission 
coefficient (S21) was recorded as a function of frequency at constant applied field Hdc. The experiment 
was repeated for each static field value starting from positive saturation at 0.8 kOe and continuing to -
0.8 kOe, with 5 Oe field step. The assembly of all collected data is represented as a gray scale contour 
plot, with highest FMR absorption shown in black. For the continuous Permalloy thin film, we have 
observed a well-defined single FMR mode and linewidth increases monotonically with the frequency. 
For all the other samples, grooves defined on top of the Permalloy thin film, splitting of the FMR spectra 
was observed. For each sample, the different observed modes were labelled in the order of their 
frequencies from the lowest (mode I) to the highest (mode IV) frequency value. 
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4.6 Results and discussions 
For the continuous thin film sample (S-1), a single uniform resonance mode (mode I) is observed. The 
idea to include the thin film is that it helps to compare with the non-uniform modes which were 
observed on the surface of modulated samples. For sample S-2, two modes of different absorption 
intensity were identified. These modes were labelled mode I (low frequency) and mode II (high 
frequency). The sample’s S-2 mode II has a similar resonance frequency as the sample’s S-1 uniform 
mode. The additional mode I observed in the case of sample S-2 is a result of the grooves presence on 
top of the thin film. The surface modulation creates a profile of internal demagnetization field within 
sample which ultimately allows the excitation of the spin wave at lower frequency compared to mode II 
[117]. Also, the modulation on the thin film surface helps creating magnetic charges at the edge of the 
grooves that will determine a non-uniform orientation of the magnetization at low applied magnetic 
fields. This determines different excitation frequencies for different regions of the sample. However, for 
 
Figure 4.22: Contour plot of experimental broadband FMR spectra 
for sample S-1, S-2, S-3 and S-4. 
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large applied fields the orientation of magnetization will become more uniform within the sample and 
the excitation frequencies will merge in single mode. 
 
Figure 4.23: Micromagnetic simulation results for geometries similar to samples S-2, S-3 and S-4. 
The spectra at external field 0.35 kOe are shown in middle column and the corresponding spectra 
in the right column 
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Micromagnetic simulation for sample S-2 supports that there are two main modes. Moreover, additional 
low amplitude spin waves were observed in the micromagnetic simulations, that they would be hard to 
be detected experimentally. The spectral analysis for S-2 at the bias field 0.35 kOe shows that mode I is 
due to the excitation of spin waves from the hill region while mode II is coming from grooves part of the 
sample. For sample S-3, in addition to the modes I and III as in sample S-2, one additional satellite mode 
was observed due to the splitting of the mode I in magnetic field range 0≤ H ≤ 0.5 kOe, and it is 
represented as mode II. For sample S-4, mode I splits in two different satellite modes at magnetic field 
0≤ H ≤ 0.5 kOe and 0≤ H ≤ 0.8 kOe and these modes were represented as mode II and III respectively. 
The systematic representation of resonance modes observed for all samples is presented in table below. 
Table I: Systematic representation of modes from micromagnetic simulation results 
Sample HDC (kOe) Mode I  Mode II  Mode III    Mode IV  
S-2 0.35 Hill Grooves   
S-3 0.35 Edge of hill  Hill  Grooves  
S-4 0.35 Hill Edge of 
grooves 
Grooves Edge of groove 
+ hill  
 
The observed negative slope of the resonance curves (for mode IV) at lower applied fields for samples S-
3 and S-4 is consistent with an applied field perpendicular to the easy axis, i.e along the grooves. As the 
grooves become closer to each other (b decreasing, from sample S-2 to S-4) the “hill” parts of the 
structure behave more like nanowires with shape anisotropy along the grooves, and perpendicular to 
applied field. The induced shape anisotropy is enhanced with decreasing the distance between the 
grooves b The FMR for thin films on a ripple substrate has shown similar induced anisotropy when they 
come closer [118]. Interestingly, the systematic splitting of the uniform mode which was observed in this 
study has not been observed in the study reported in [118].  
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In conclusion, the periodicity of the modulation was varied to comprehend their effect on the 
magnetization dynamics. The uniform mode was observed for the continuous thin film dominated by 
the exchange interaction. The splitting of the uniform mode is due to the periodic inhomogeneity of 
internal magnetic field within the sample. When the distance between grooves (the hill) decreases, 
more localized modes appear with different excitation frequencies on different regimes of samples. 
Experimentally, splitting of uniform mode to second, third and even fourth spectra were achieved, 
especially at low magnetic field and frequency region. The experimental results are also corroborated 
with micromagnetic simulation to identify and understand the nature of the observed resonance modes. 
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Chapter 5: Static and dynamic study of shape modulated structures 
5.1 Introduction 
Artificially engineered structures to achieve unique properties which do not exist in nature are called 
metamaterials.  Magnonic crystals (MCs), where spin waves are the transmission waves, are analogous 
to well-known photonic crystal. Metamaterials design in one, two and three dimensional form could 
offer the potential applications especially to tune both static and dynamic properties of materials. Low 
propagating speed, compared to the electromagnetic wave, and frequency in giga-hertz range brand 
MCs ideal candidate for many technological applications.  Information transformation, signal processing, 
spintronic devices, high density data storage and sensors [119-122] are few examples where MC have 
shown the promising great applications. In addition, MCs are also a perfect candidate for on chip data 
communication, phase shifters, splitters, and non-linear networks as well as magnonic logic devices 
[123-127]. The unique non-reciprocal properties of spin waves have possible application in microwave 
devices such as isolators, circulators and microwave filters [116, 128]. 
The beauty of MC is that we can tune the static and dynamic properties by simply the changing the 
shape, size, spacing and symmetry of structure. Moreover, controlling these parameters in a systematic 
manner to achieve distinctive properties is equally important from technological perspective. Saturation 
magnetization, anisotropy constant, exchange stiffness, and damping constant are no longer only 
intrinsic properties of the magnetic structure because of different boundary condition for diverse 
structures. At the same time, this complicated phenomenon opens up new possibility to make artificial 
structures with wide range of applications.  Extensive studies on nanowires, dots, rings, grooves, couple 
dots, modulated wires and many more structures have been performed. Periodic modulations on one or 
both sides of nanowires to study the effect on static and dynamic properties was studied  in 
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reference[129]. In this chapter, we have studied two types of samples. The first type was dumbbells with 
different sizes and the second was repeated multilayers of magnetic and non-magnetic layers.  
5.2 Static and dynamic study of dumbbell structure 
Joining the planer symmetric structure dot to the non-planer symmetric wire is interesting system to 
study how static and dynamic properties can be modulated from individual to combined form. Magnetic 
nanowires where magnetization reversal (MR) generally takes place by nucleation and propagation of 
domain walls are different from the dot structure where MR takes place depending on the aspect ratio 
as well as size[130]. Understanding MR on these combined structures and effect on the both static and 
dynamic properties is main drive of this section. Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect (MOKE) and vector network 
analyzer- ferromagnetic resonance (VNA-FMR) were used to study the static and dynamic properties 
respectively. Experimental results are supported by the micromagnetic simulation. 
5.3 Sample preparation  
Ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) type coplanar waveguides (CPW) were prepared by the combine method 
of photolithography, DC sputtering and liftoff process .Again the details about fabrication of CPW is well 
explained in chapter2. Periodic Ni80Fe20 (Permalloy) arrays of dumbbell were fabricated on the top of 
signal line of CPW with the help of electron beam lithography, sputtering and liftoff process. Scanning 
electron microscopy image is presented in figure 5.1. In figure 5.1, [a] is SEM image of CPW, [b] Center 
line of CPW with dumbbell and [c] zoom in of the central region of [b]. The dimensions and naming of 
samples are as follows. Six sets of samples were prepared on top of a CPW, three parallel and three 
perpendicular to the signal line (since the dot is symmetric, parallel and perpendicular refer to the 
orientation of the wire axis with respect to the signal line). The samples parallel to the signal line are 
named D-1-PA, D-2-PA, D-4-PA, which means the diameter of the dots are 1, 2, and 4 micrometer, 
respectively. D-1-PE, D-2-PE, D-4-PE refers to samples with dot diameter 1 , 2 and 4 micrometer 
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respectively and  oriented perpendicular to the signal line. In all samples, the wire has a length of 4 
micrometers and width of 1 micrometer. Thickness of all samples was 50 nm and the gap between 
individual dumbbells was kept more than 1 micrometer to ensure the structures did not interact with 
each other. 
 
MOKE technique was used to study static properties, such as collective magnetization reversal, 
sweeping the external magnetic field. VNA-FMR method was used to study the dynamic properties at 
room temperature. The microwave frequency was swept from 1 to 8 GHz while keeping the dc magnetic 
Figure 5.1: [a] SEM image of CPW [b] dumbbells on central line of CPW [c] 
zoom in on figure [b] 
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field constant. The dc field was swept from 1500 to -1500 Oe with field step of 10 Oe. The transmission 
coefficient (S21) was collected as a function of frequency and field. Micromagnetic simulations were 
carried out to understand the static and dynamic experimental results. Graphics processing unit (GPU) 
accelerated micromagnetic simulation was performed using MuMax3 and details of it has been 
presented in chapter 4.  
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5.4 Experimental and static micromangetic results 
The experimental MHLs, which were collected with the MOKE technique, is presented in figure 5.2.   
Sample D-1-PA is set of wires with round ends. The MHL loop is similar to the MHL loop for wires with 
coercivity 38 Oe. The coercivity 12 Oe was observed when external magnetic field was applied 
perpendicular to the wire. The lower coercivity and higher saturation field was because of the shape 
anisotropy of wire. The reversal nature of MHL also confirms the hard axis was in perpendicular 
direction with wire axis. For D-2-PA, two kinks on MHL at unsaturated state have been clearly observed. 
However, MHL was significantly contributed from the wire region with total coercivity 33 Oe. For D-2-PE, 
the zero coercivity close to the origin suggests the vortex was evolved during the magnetization reversal 
Figure 5.2: Experimental MHL for set of samples 
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process. In case of D-4-PA, at the region of kinks, the MHL loop has small coercivity and modulated MHL 
was clearly observed with coercivity 15 Oe. In case of D-4-PE, the nature of the MHL also shows the 
strong signature of vortex evolution during the magnetization reversal process. In addition, extra steps 
also observed close to the annihilation field. 
To better understand these experimental MHLs, micromagnetic simulations were performed using 
Mumax code. The MHL for nanowires are well understood both theoretically as well as experimentally 
[38]. The specific attention was paid to understand the MHLs of dumbbell structure. In the following, we 
will be presenting the micromanetic simulation results to explain the magnetization reversal process in 
this regards.  
When magnetic field was decreasing from positive saturation, the excitation was started from the dot or 
wire depending on the direction of applied field. For D-1-PA, at saturation field, the magnetic moments 
aligned along the field direction as in figure 5.3 I. When external field was started to decrease, the 
vortexes with opposite   chirality started to evolve from the edge of dot. Further decreasing the 
magnetic field, the vortexes started to move towards the center of dot as in II of figure 5.3. Right after 
5.3: MHL loop for D-2-PA and snapshot of magnetization at different location of MHL 
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that the switching of the wire took place. The vortex could not pass via the constriction region at the 
joining of wire and dot. The vortexes again started move along the edge of the dot when decreasing 
field and shown III of figure 5.3. Finally, when external magnetic field was strong enough, the orientation 
of the magnetization aligned along the field direction as in IV of figure 5.3. The effective contribution of 
vortexes was cancelled due to the opposite chirality and finally dominated contribution on MHL from 
the wire was observed. 
 The micromagnetic results for D-2-PE show the different and complicated magnetization reversal 
process compare with D-2-PA. The MHL and snapshot of   magnetization at different point of MHL is 
presented in figure 5.4. When external magnetic field applied, the changes on magnetization starts form 
the edge of the wires which is opposite compare with D-2-PA. At II region, the diamond shape of 
magnetization was observed at the center of wire and two vortexes with opposite chirality was observed 
on each dot. The two vortexes merge on a single vortex on each dot and finally two dots with opposite 
vortex chirality observed. 
Figure 5.4: MHL loop for D-2-PE and snapshot of magnetization at different location of MHL 
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The interesting observation in this case was that the vortexes moves towards each other and meets at 
the center of wire. When two vortexes meet, the transverse type domain wall was observed at the 
center of wire. The micromagnetic simulated results for D-4-PA is presented in figure 5.5. Similar to D-2-
PA, the excitation of the magnetization starts from dots. The bigger size of dot allows the nucleation of 
two vortexes on each dot. The vortexes did not move along the wire instead the two vortexes merge in 
single and move the perpendicular direction with respect to the applied field. The notch, at the joining 
of the wire and dot, did not allow the propagation of the vortex along wire. Again, the overall effect was 
dominated from the wire and it was clearly observed in results. Comparing with the experimental 
results, there are also two modulations on MHL. Although the position of modulations on MHL on 
experimental results were slight offset compare with the micromagnetic MHLs, the overall results were 
comparable. 
Figure 5.5: MHL loop for D-4-PA and snapshot of magnetization at different location of MHL 
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Figure 5.6 represents the micromagnetic results of MHL and snapshot of magnetization for D-4-PE at 
different applied fields. The evolution and dynamic of vortexes was very similar to the D-2-PE. However 
the vortexes were existed on the narrow field range. The transverse magnetic domain wall at the 
perpendicular direction with the applied field also observed. 
5.5 Experimental dynamic results: 
The ferromgnetic resonance spectroscopy was used to probe the microwave characterization of the 
samples. The three dimensional contour plots for six set of samples have been  presented in figure 5.7. 
The corresponding naming has also been indicated on contour plots. For sample D-1-PA, broad line 
width of ferromagnetic resonance spectra was observed. However, the intensity of absorption was not 
smooth. The weak absorption of microwave signal  within sample was because of the shape of the wires 
at the end (round end). The round ends of wire allows to excite the edge mode very close to the main 
Figure 5.6: MHL loop for D-4-PA and snapshot of magnetization at different location of MHL 
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mode so untimately single resonance at lower frequency was observed. For D-1-PE,  there was single 
uniform mode with linewidth smaller than for D-1-PA.  
 
Figure 5.7: Experimental 3D plot of FMR for different samples 
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Well defined two resonance modes were observed for samples D-2-PA. The resonace frequencies gap 
between two modes decrease with increasing external magnetic fields. The different shape anisotropy  
of wire and dot allows to excite FMR at different frequency range.In case of D-2-PE, there was a well 
defined single mode. In addition, comparatively absorption with lower intensity observed on higher 
frequency region. However, the modes are close enough so they come out as a single mode. Two distict 
resonance modes were present for sample D-4-PA. Well definded frequency gap was presents between 
them. The frequency gap of 1.8 GHz was observed at external magnetic field 0.8KOe. The negative slope 
was observed at the low field and frequency region. Simular contour like as D-2-PE was for D-4-PE  
however the intensities was switched. The higher absorpion intensity was observed for the higher 
frequency region. In the following, the micromagnetic simulated results will be presented to better 
explain the experimentally observed results. 
5.4 Micromagnetic simulated results for ferromagnetic resonance spectra. 
The micromagnetic simulated results for all six set of sample is presented in figure 5.7. The experimental 
Figure 5.8: Micromagnetic results for set of samples 
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results were reproduced. The micromagnetic simulation was performed using software mumax. The 
details of the technique as well as cell size for micromagnetic simulation have been presented in chapter 
3. The orientation of the applied pulse and magnetic field were kept always perpendicular. For D-1-PA, 
the excitation of the magnetization was studied by sweeping the microwave frequency at external 
magnetic field 1KOe. The magnetization starts to excite from the edge at lower frequency. When 
microwave frequency was swept, spatial variation of susceptibility was observed. Wave like variation of 
susceptibility was there close to the resonance frequency. This mode has been represented as mode I in 
figure 5.9. At main resonance, bulk mode was observed and represented by mode II. When microwave 
frequency was swept further, wave like variation on susceptibility on perpendicular direction to the 
external magnetic field was observed and it is donated by mode III in figure 5.9.  
For D-1-PE, the spatial variation of dynamic susceptibility was quite complicated compare to D-1-PA and 
has been presented in figure 5.10. The excitations of susceptibility with smaller amplitude were 
observed at low frequency region however it was not prominently observed on experimental results. For 
main resonance (mode III), the excitation was from the bulk region. Spatially wave like behavior of 
susceptibility was observed right before and after the bulk mode along the applied field direction. In 
addition, variation on susceptibility along the wire also observed after the main mode.  
For sample D-2-PA, two main resonance modes with equal absorption intensity were observed. The 
mode I was clearly bulk mode and it was from the dots.  It was more localized close to the joining of wire 
and dots as shown in figure 5.11. The mode II was contributed from the wire region. The different shape 
anisotropy for wire and dot allows the excitation of susceptibility at two different frequencies. 
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The profile of susceptibility, on the frequency scan at field 1KOe for sample D-2-PE, has been presented 
in figure 5.12. Experimentally, double modes of FMR with equal amplitude of absorption were observed. 
Figure 5.9: Spatial variation of susceptibility for D-1-PA 
Figure 5.10: Spatial variation of susceptibility for D-1-PE 
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In addition, lower amplitudes of the susceptibility were there but they were not able to detect 
experimentally. Three modes were considered in this case. The mode I was from the edge of the wire 
and the II was from the middle of the wire as bulk mode. Interesting, the excitation on the dot region 
was not so pronounced in this case. Which means, there was not anymore bulk mode in dot rather wave 
like variation of susceptibility was all over sample especially in case of mode III. 
Sample D-4-PA has also two distinct resonance modes i.e. first from the dot and second from the wire. 
In addition, interesting distribution of susceptibility was observed after the main resonance modes. For 
example, mode I and III were from the dot and wire respectively. The systematic dotted type 
distribution of susceptibility was observed on wire for mode II. Similarly the modes perpendicular to the 
applied field was there for mode IV. 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Spatial variation of susceptibility for D-2-PA 
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5.12: Spatial variation of susceptibility for D-2-PA 
Figure 5.12: Spatial variation of susceptibility 
for D-4-PA 
Figure 5.13: Spatial variation of susceptibility 
for D-4-PE 
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The systematic variation of susceptibility for sample D-4-PE is presented in figure 5.13. Mainly, there 
were two modes which were represented by I and II. The additional modes at lower frequency were not 
able to detect experimentally because of low amplitude. The first mode was (mode I) contributed from 
the wire. The bulk mode at the center of the wire extended up to close to the notch of wire and dots 
Mode II, which was mainly contributed from the disc, has showed the unique features. That means the 
bulk type mode was there at disc but wave like variation on the amplitude of susceptibility was 
extended throughout the disc. In addition, alternative high and low on susceptibility values was 
observed along the length of wire. 
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Conclusion and future work 
Magnetic structures shows interesting properties when the their dimensions go down to nanoscale. 
They could be one, two or even three dimensional structures. For example, they can be thin film, wire, 
dot or even three dimensional structures. Understanding of high frequency properties of magnetic 
materials open up new route for the devices which work in nanosecond time scale. Different magnetic 
structures have been considered in this thesis to expore and explain both static and dynamic properties. 
The multilayer systems of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic were prepared to study the exchange 
bias phenomenon. Set of samples where the thickness of ferromgnetic layer was varied keeping the 
thickness of the antiferromagnetic layer constant to explain the thickness dependence exchange bias. 
Different experimental techniques were implemented to evaluate the both static and dynamic 
properties. The slight discrepancies on the exchange bias values that were evaluated using different 
techniques have been explained considering roughness of the surface, domain wall behaviour as well 
the reversible and irreversible process in magnetization switching. To better understand experimental 
results, the angular variation of both FORC and FMR were performed. The modified theroritical model of 
domain wall formation was used to explain the experimental results and good aggreement was achieved 
between experimental results and theoretical results. 
 
Tremendous research efforts have been growing to understanding the spin wave in magnetic confined 
nanostructures. Anisotriopic nature of spin dispersion relation at different magnetic states is crucial to 
better understand the spin wave in such structures. The tuneability of magnetic nanostrucure by simply 
changing the physical shape and size open many options especially on data processing technology using 
spin wave. Tailoring of magnetic properties with the help of reconfiguration magnonic device is equally 
important. Multifuntional microwave and logic devices could be realized by especially on the broad and 
high frequency regime. To better understand these effects, we considered the sufrace modulated thin 
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flim structures. The uniform excitation of microwave field was realized in sample by fabrication the 
sample on the top of signal line of CPW. Uniform resonance mode was observed for unpattern films. 
When periodic grooves were introduced, the splitting of resonance mode was observed. Periodicity of 
two parameters, for example, period of grooves and hill were varied to understand the effect of periodic 
modulation  on static and dynamic response. Upto four modes were observed when the grooves comes 
close. Which means, the dipolar type interaction played important role for the splitting of the main 
resonance mode. The localize modes were excited at different frequency at same magnetic fields. The 
spatial and temporal distribution of spin wave were identified with the help of micromagnetic 
simulations. Good agreement between experimental and micromagnetic simulation results were 
obtained. These types of excitaion will be very useful to design the broadband microwave filtes as well 
as understanding the nature of spin waves in periodic modulated structures. 
 
 We also considered the dumbell shaped structures, which is bacially the hybrid structure of arrays of 
wires and dots in planer form, to better understand the static and dynamic properties. Dots with 
different diameters were connected with the wire. In case of static properties, the motion of domains 
along the notch showed unique behaviour. In addition, the vortex were formed on dots and the 
propagation of these vortex was perpendicular to the external magnetic field. Different shape 
anisotropy for wire and dot was responsible to switch magnetization differently at two different 
structures. The overall shape of the MHL loop was dominated from the wire with modulation effect 
especially unsaturated case when external magnetic field was parallel to the wire. However, when 
magnetic field was applied perpendular to the wire, wire get saturated first and then dot at higher fields. 
The MHL loop clearly showed the dominant contribution was from the dot with zero coercivity. In 
dyanamic case, the dot and wire were excitaed at two different frequencies. The excitation of the spin 
wave do not propagate through the notch which cause two different resonance fields. Depending on the 
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orientaion of the applied field with respect to the shape of sample and with the size of the dots, they 
were tuned with different frequencies. Moreover, the gap between the two resonance modes was 
changed by simply chaning the size of the dots. 
From few years back, realization of tuned bandgap especially in three dimenional magnetic structure is 
mounting. Potential uses of spin wave for data processing demands the better understanding of spin 
wave in confined magnetic nanostructure . In addition to the dipolar interaction on plane, the three 
dimenisonal structures could have additional  interaction along the height and that can be one more 
additional parameter to tune the band gap for magnonic crystals. In addition, the the magnetic and non 
magnetic multipayers has great application sepecially for the sensor to read and write data. In this study 
we considered the multilayres of the magnetic and non magnetic layer to understands the coupling 
along the z-direction. Both static and dynamic properties showed the unique behaviour especially in non 
saturated regime. The ring type multilayer with different inner diameter also considered to better 
understand the dynamic of vortex and also the excitation of the spin wave in confined geometry. 
Fabrication of three dimensonal magnetic nanostructures and tune the physical parameters to achieved 
the desired properties would be the most promising route especially for data processing technology. 
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